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ABSTRACT 
Family businesses constitute a large number of businesses worldwide contributing 
significantly to the global economy. Succession planning is a key issue influencing the 
sustainability of these family businesses. According to research, approximately 30% of 
businesses fail due to matters related to succession planning (Grote, 2003). Further 
research indicated that approximately 50% of family businesses do not have adequate 
succession plans in place. Hence, family businesses are exposed to significant risk in 
sustainability due to insufficient succession planning. An effective approach to 
succession planning in a family business increases the chance of success of a family 
business in both the short and long term. 
The purpose of this study was to develop a better understanding of approaches to 
succession planning in two family businesses in East London, South Africa. This 
purpose was to improve the commercial viability of family businesses and improve the 
body of knowledge from an academic perspective.  
To this end, a detailed literature study was conducted on family businesses and 
succession planning. A qualitative case study research paradigm was implemented to 
ascertain the nature of the approaches adopted by the two businesses. An interview 
process was conducted with the incumbent founders (fathers) and successors (sons) of 
the family business. This process suggested that each business requires a unique 
approach to succession plan which may include aspects of formal and informal 
processes. It is necessary to understand the nature of the family business, its 
interrelated relationships and context to adequately determine the success of a 
succession approach. It is for this reason that families aspiring long term sustainability 
should invest in effective succession planning approaches that integrate the nuances of 
the individual family business. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
1.1 Background and rationale for the study 
The historical background of succession planning is evident in sociological literature in 
which Max Weber (1946) identified the need for businesses to conduct a handover from 
the founder of a business to a successor who would have the capacity and know-how to 
continue the business successfully (Weber, 1946). This idea evolved within the context 
of the anthropological study of kinship (Fox R. , 1967) and graduated into the body of 
knowledge of management literature later (Guest, 1962). Succession planning now 
forms part of general management literature and has been an area of limited research 
(Ip & Jacobs, 2006).   
Lansberg (1988) introduces the impact succession planning has on family businesses. 
According to PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2011), 
approximately 50% of the companies surveyed don‟t have a succession plan. Lansberg 
(1988) identifies succession planning as a critical issue influencing the sustainability of a 
family business (Lansberg, 1988). There are two reasons motivating the need for this 
study. The first being a commercial motivation and the second being an academic 
motivation. 
The commercial motivation specifically aims to elaborate on the issues of succession 
planning identified by the PwC (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2011) study within the 
context of a case study of two family businesses in East London, South Africa. The 
study aims to assist and improve the chance of success of family businesses 
transitioning from founder to second generation in light of the fact that approximately 
30% of businesses fail in this regard (Kets de Vries, 1993). A qualitative case study of 
two family businesses in East London, South Africa will, potentially, provide literature to 
support the succession planning approach developed and adopted by family 
businesses. 
The academic motivation is stimulated by the fact that although succession planning 
remains to be a global business issue, insufficient research with respect to its 
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application exists (Ip & Jacobs, 2006). The research study will pursue the understanding 
of the key elements of the succession planning approaches adopted by two family 
businesses in East London, South Africa. It is expected that academia would use the 
research findings to provide advice to family businesses to improve the success of the 
transitioning process of succession planning. This study, by default, will further enhance 
the management body of knowledge with regards to succession planning and family 
business.  This qualitative research study will aim to understand the theoretical 
approaches and „real-world‟ approaches of succession planning to support family 
businesses, augment literature in the field of management, and potentially serve as a 
catalyst to entrepreneurial potential. 
 
 
1.2 Problem statement 
The lack of sufficient case study research with regards to succession planning in family 
businesses in South Africa significantly impacts their ability to implement sustainable 
succession plans.  
The synopsised background discussed above suggests that there are a number of 
family businesses that fail in transitioning from the first generation to the second 
generation. Family businesses lack a practical understanding of succession planning 
resulting in the implementation of weak succession plans (PwC, 2011:20). Hence, 
family businesses experience a reduced chance of sustainable trans-generational 
success (Davis & Harveston, 1998).  While there are various factors contributing to the 
failure of family businesses, few scholars have examined the influence of unique 
succession planning approaches adopted by South African family businesses within the 
context of a case study.  
This study will address the following research questions: 
 What is the definition of a family business? 
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 What is the definition of succession planning? 
 Elements of of succession planning approaches 
o What are the elements of succession planning approached used by two 
family businesses in East London, South Africa? 
o What are the elements of theoretical succession planning approaches 
used by family businesses globally? 
 What are the common key elements that contribute towards the development of 
a succession planning approach? 
 
 
1.3 Research design and methodology 
The case study research design has been adapted from Leedy‟s (1997) perspective and 
is illustrated and discussed below (Leedy, Practical Research: Planning and Design, 
1997) 
Figure 1.1: Case Study Research Design Adapted 
 
Source: (Leedy, Practical Research: Planning and Design, 1997) 
Purpose Process 
Data 
Collection 
Data 
Analysis 
Communication 
of Findings 
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1.3.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to potentially improve the rate of success of family 
businesses that are transitioning from first to second generation. The intention of this 
study is to understand the nature of approaches adopted by two family businesses in 
East London, South Africa. It will aim to provide the family business owner, potential 
successor and academia with practical approaches that may guide the development of 
succession planning approaches implemented in the transition process. 
 
1.3.2 Process 
The process of the study will involve interviews conducted with both the first generation 
founding members (fathers) and second generation potential successor family members 
(sons) of each family business. The process will include a literature review of family 
businesses and succession planning. This examination will identify and discuss themes 
and trends of the common elements of these succession planning approaches. 
 
1.3.3 Data collection 
A research questionnaire will be developed for the interview process (Annexure A). The 
response from the interview process will serve as the primary data source for this study. 
A high-level data analysis will be conducted during this phase. 
 
1.3.4 Data analysis 
The study will adopt an interpretational data analysis (Gall, Borg, & Gall, 1996). The 
data will be examined for themes and trends specific to succession planning 
approaches adopted by the two case study family businesses. 
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1.3.5 Communication of findings 
The findings of the research will be communicated in a narrative format and may be 
supported by illustrations, graphs, tables, matrices, etc.  
 
 
1.4 Significance of the study 
This study is supported by the understanding that there has been little research 
conducted focussing on the nature and functioning of family businesses. This thought is 
further supported by the fact that family businesses play a significant role on economies 
(Morris M. H., Williams, Allen, & Avila, 1997). The study will focus specifically on the 
nature and functioning of family business with a specific focus on succession planning. 
Family businesses are experiencing growing challenges with regard to succession 
planning and its related issues (Royer, Simons, Boyd, & Rafferty, 2008). It is therefore 
necessary for further research to be conducted on this topic. This is further emphasised 
by the fact that “only about 30% of the family businesses making the transition to the 
second generation” (Beckhard & Dyer, 1983). Family businesses lack the capacity to, 
firstly ensure that a succession plan exists (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2011); and 
secondly, to ensure that succession planning is effectively conducted (Fox, Nilakant, & 
Hamilton, 1996).  
This study will aim to: 
 Contribute to the knowledge base of succession planning for both family 
businesses and academia. Family businesses will have the benefit of added 
practical insight into how they approach succession planning.  
 It will assist the faculties of business management in academia to expand its 
practical understanding of succession planning and family businesses. 
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 It will assist academia in utilising this information for further research and 
improvement of current succession planning approaches and models reflected in 
academic literature. 
 It will provide a contextual understanding of family businesses in South Africa, 
with a specific emphasis on East London.  
 It will enhance the development of succession planning approaches that are „fit-
for-purpose‟ to family businesses. 
 
 
1.5 Scope of the study 
1.5.1 Delimitations of the research 
The delimitations of the research ensure that the research topic is focussed and 
manageable from a research perspective. There may be subject matters that have been 
omitted in this study. These omissions may be researched as an extension of this study. 
 
1.5.2 Geographic dimension 
This study will be conducted amongst businesses within the city of East London in the 
Eastern Cape Province of South Africa. 
 
1.5.3 Theoretical dimension 
The theoretical dimension will be limited to an analysis of topical literature related to 
both family businesses and succession planning. 
The theoretical dimension will not include the implementation of the succession 
planning approaches discussed in this study. The study will discuss and analyse 
significant elements of theoretical and case-study succession planning approaches. 
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1.5.4 Study population dimension 
The case study analysis will be limited to two family businesses that are currently 
owned and managed by the founding generation, and are considering second 
generation family members as future successors. 
The case study will acquire information via a questionnaire and interview process with 
the founder and second generation family member within the two applicable 
businesses. 
 
 
1.6 Structure of Thesis 
1.6.1 Chapter 1 – Research proposal 
This chapter discusses the background and rationale for the study supported by the 
unpacking of the research problem statement and its related key sub-problems. The 
chapter discusses the significance of the study in the context of family business and the 
field of management. The section outlines the research design and methodology to be 
implemented qualitatively as a multiple case study. This chapter is concluded by the 
defining of its scope delimitations and concept definitions.  
 
1.6.2 Chapter 2 – Family businesses 
This chapter conducts a literature review aimed at formulating a firm understanding of 
family businesses. The context of the review will be initiated at a global level and will 
gradually condense to a South African perspective. The component building blocks of a 
family business will be outlined with the intention of support and integration into the 
following chapter. 
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1.6.3 Chapter 3 – Succession planning 
This chapter conducts a literature review on succession planning within the context of 
family business. This discussion will extend towards the determination of the key 
components of the approaches identified. These components will be analysed against 
the findings of the actual qualitative research findings addressed in the next chapter. 
 
1.6.4 Chapter 4 – Research methodology and design 
This chapter will provide a detailed understanding of the research methodology and 
design adopted for this research supported by theoretical research perspectives.  
 
1.6.5 Chapter 5 – Findings and interpretation 
This is a multiple case study examining and identifying the key elements of the 
succession planning approaches used by two family businesses from various 
commercial sectors in East London, South Africa. The discussion will involve the 
process of conducting actual case studies within the context of the research 
methodology. The findings aim to provide support to both family business and the field 
of management to potentially develop succession planning approaches that may 
increase continuous growth of businesses beyond second generation ownership. This 
chapter will also provide ideas for future research. 
 
1.6.6 Chapter 6 – Summary of findings and conclusions 
The intention of this chapter is to summarise and conclude findings towards achieving 
the objectives of this research study. This section will also include the limitations of the 
study and suggestions for further research. 
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1.7 Definition of concepts 
1.7.1 Family business 
A family business may be defined as "a business governed and/or managed with the 
intention to shape and pursue the vision of the business held by a dominant coalition 
controlled by members of the same family or a small number of families in a manner 
that is potentially sustainable across generations of the family or families” (Chua et al, 
1999). 
 
1.7.2 Succession planning 
De Massis, Chua and Chrisman (2008:185) suggest that, in non-family businesses, 
succession refers to the change in leadership whereas, in a family business, succession 
refers to the transfer of leadership from one family member to a succeeding family 
member. 
 
1.7.3 First generation family businesses 
Beck, Jannsens, Debruyne and Lommelen (2011: 255) distinctly define that first 
generation family businesses are those where the founder exercises ownership and 
management over the business. 
 
1.7.4.  Second generation family businesses 
A second generation family business refers to ownership and management of the family 
business where the first generation has retired from the business or is deceased and 
the second generation exercises ownership and management over the business.  
(Sonfield and Lussier, 2004:190). 
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1.8 Conclusion 
 
Due to the importance of succession planning in family business, it is necessary for this 
study to assist in developing a practical understanding to approaches of succession 
planning in family businesses in South Africa. This study will implement a qualitative 
multiple case study research methodology in its approach towards understanding the 
perspectives of both the incumbent first generation family business founder (father) and 
the potential offspring successor (son). In so doing, the study aims to assist in improving 
the sustainability of family businesses by understanding the approaches adopted in 
succession planning. The following chapter involves a detailed discussion on family 
businesses by conducting a detailed literature review. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
2.1  Introduction to family business 
 
La Porta et al. (1999) in Sacristan-Navarro, Gomez-Anson and Cabeza-Garcia 
(2011:71) suggest that businesses that are family owned is the most widespread form of 
organisation globally. An extensive research conducted by Debicki, Matherne III, 
Kellermanns and Chrisman (2009:156) suggests that the following fields received focus, 
in order of priority, amongst many of the primary researchers in the field of family 
business: 
 Strategy implementation and control; 
 Management; 
 Strategy formulation and content; 
 Other strategic management related topics; 
 Non-strategic management topics; 
 Goals and objectives. 
According to Nicholson (2008:103) the field of family business has taken prominence in 
research due to its unique attributes and benefits.  This discussion will develop an 
understanding of the theoretical perspectives of these attributes and benefits. The first 
of these aspects will provide a literature review on a global perspective of family 
business followed by a discussion on paradigms and definitions of family business. The 
second will consider a literature review relating to family business globally. According to 
Litz in Venter, Kruger and Herbst (2007:1), historically, research was limited due to the 
fact that family businesses were perceived as delinquent in their contribution to the 
economy in the 1950‟s. However, Sharma (2004:2) suggests that there is a steady 
increase in research related to family business. It is therefore important to invest time in 
understanding the trends and nature of research related family business (Sharma, 
2004:2). Hence this writing will invest in a literature review to provide an understanding 
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of the definitions and trends of a family business to support the research conducted in 
this thesis.  
 
 
2.2  Family business – A global perspective 
Family businesses serve as a major proportion of enterprises globally (Gersick, Davis, 
Hampton and Langsberg, 1997:2). Moodley (2006:1) refers to the Family Business 
Magazine (2005) stating that, internationally family businesses have a significant and 
major influence on their respective national economies.  
Gersick Davis, Hampton and Langsberg (1997:2) estimated that: 
 Family business generate approximately 50% of the United States of America 
Gross Domestic Product,   
 Small and medium family business dominate the European economy, 
 Asia has found family business to dominate; 
 South America has seen family business being the primary form of business 
ownership. 
The table illustrated below excludes South Africa; however Van Buuren (2007:2), 
suggests that there are 80% of businesses in South Africa that have a certain degree of 
family ownership with approximately 60% of family business with a degree of family 
involvement that are listed companies. According to Venter (2003:33) the dominance of 
South African family businesses are reflected in the success of companies such as 
Anglo American, Rembrandt, Pick & Pay and Sage Life. According to Timmons and 
Spinelli (2007) in Van Buuren (2007:3) the table below contextualises the extent to 
which family businesses contribute to the global economy.  
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Table 2.1: Contribution of Family Businesses Worldwide to Gross National 
Product 
Country % of FAMILY BUSINESS’s GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 
Brazil 90% 63% 
Chile 75% 50-75% 
USA 96% 40% 
Belgium 70% 55% 
Finland 80% 40-50% 
France >60% >60% 
Germany 60% 55% 
Italy 93% N/A 
Netherlands 74% 54% 
Poland 80% 35% 
Portugal 70% 60% 
Spain 79% N/A 
UK 70% N/A 
Australia 75% 50% 
India N/A 65% 
Source: (van Buuren, 2007) 
 
Adendorff (2004:46), Westead and Cowling (1998) and Venter (2002) suggest the 
following as challenges experienced by family business globally: 
 Business survival; 
 Succession planning; 
 Leadership; 
 Weak communication; 
 Lack of family focus by the family business entrepreneur; 
 External business influences; 
 Family conflict. 
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A recent survey conducted by PwC (2011) suggests the following trends in family 
business globally: 
 50% of companies indicate that there has been a significant increase in 
demand for their products/services (PwC, 2011:6); 
 Family business tend to be more conservative in their approach to strategic 
decision-making due to decision-making subscribing to the values of the 
founding family (PwC, 2011:16); 
 Due to the above position, family business have been able to cope with the 
recession and provided a foundation of confidence about the future of its 
business (PwC, 2011:16); 
 The conservative approach of family business created the cash reserves that 
facilitated family business being able to capitalise on opportunities (PwC, 
2011:9); 
 Family business expressed concern around external challenges relating to 
the market conditions, competition and State legislations, policies and 
regulations (PwC, 2011:14); 
 A primary internal challenge experienced by family business is skilled-labour 
shortage (PwC, 2011:15); 
 Transitioning from one generation of ownership to another is a risk, limiting 
growth and business continuity due to inadequate succession planning (PwC, 
2011:20); 
 A large percentage of family businesses lack a reasonable understanding of 
their tax exposure influencing their wealth creation (PwC, 2011:23); 
 Family businesses employ sufficient senior management resources with a 
retention strategy targeted at remuneration benefits and incentive schemes 
(PwC, 2011:25); 
 Conflict in family business can be contributed to discussions around the future 
of the company and a limited plan of action in addressing conflict situations 
(PwC, 2011:31); 
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 Family businesses have realised the positive impact of Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) and have made significant changes in regard to 
increase CSR (PwC, 2011:39). 
 
 
2.3 Definition attributes 
Poza (2004:2) suggests that definitions have a range of attributes that contribute to an 
explanation of family business. Adendorff (2004:22) suggests that there are a range of 
configurations and factors that contribute to the uniqueness of a family business in its 
definition. This would be a beneficial paradigm in reviewing the discussed definition 
attributes. These attributes include the type of business structure, ownership, 
shareholder-management relationships, governance, management involvement, 
experience and organisational culture (Poza, 2004:2).  Poza (2004:2) commits to a 
definition that suggests a unique blend of “ownership control”, “strategic influence”, 
“concern for family relationship” and the “succession planning dream”. 
Three key attributes have been observed that influence the definition of a family 
business – “…ownership, management and trans-generational succession” (Chrisman, 
Chua and Sharma, 2003:7). Chua, Chrisman and Sharma (1999:27) propose that the 
theoretical definition of a family business considers how these attributes are used to 
pursue the vision of the family in the family business.  
Chandler in Suehiro (1993:378) considers specific attributes of family business in his 
definition. These attributes are ownership, degree of involvement and vision. According 
to Chandler in Suehiro (1993:378) a family business is defined as, “…a form of 
enterprise in which both ownership and management are controlled by a family kinship 
group, either nuclear or extended, and the fruits of which remain inside that group, 
being distributed in some way among its members” (1993:378).  
Chua, Chrisman and Sharma (1999:19) propose the following key factors that define 
family involvement within a business: 
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 Management; 
 Ownership; 
 Governance and 
 Succession. 
Astrachan et al. (2002) in Block (2010:111) promotes that the family owners can 
influence a family business along the dimensions of ownership, governance and 
management. This system maintains a balance to unite values, manage resources and 
craft goals (Distelberg and Sorenson, 2009:68). According to Chua, Chrisman and 
Sharma (1999:24), it is the behaviour of the family in the above factors that define a 
family business‟s uniqueness. According to Dyer‟s perspective (2003:402), familial 
relationships in family business have a direct influence on the firms‟ behaviour and the 
actors within these organisations.  
Shanker and Astrachan in the Centre for Labour Research report (2005:4) identified the 
following five criteria that define family business: 
 Ownership; 
 Control; 
 Influence over strategic decision-making; 
 Degree and extent of generational involvement and 
 Degree of management of members of the family. 
The above definitions tend to be carried through into the criteria of superior success as 
suggested by the Raymond Institute and Mass Mutual Financial Group in Venter, 
Kruger and Herbst (2007:1) as: 
 “Avoidance of debt; 
 Being future orientated; 
 Run by families indicating that they want to retain control, implying their care 
for the destiny of the company; and 
 Showing optimism about the future” (Venter, Kruger and Herbst, 2007:1-2). 
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The above components of definitions of family business can be consolidated into the 
following common elements discussed below. 
 
2.3.1 Ownership and control in a family business 
Poza (2004:1) extends the definition of the family ownership and control attribute to 
consider the influence that the owner or entrepreneur has upon the family business 
(2004:1).  Poza considers four factors that contribute to the influence by the owner 
which includes “…participation, control, strategic preferences and culture” (2004:1). 
Debicki et al. (2009:157) research findings indicate that literature between 2001 and 
2007 focussed topically on strategy implementation and control in alignment with 
corporate governance as a key family business issue. Participation considers the type 
of engagement, as board members, management, etc., that exists between the family 
member and the business (Poza, 2004:1). Control refers to the degree of rights and 
responsibilities that align to the level of participation by family members (Poza, 2004:2). 
Strategic preferences refer to the influence the family member has on the direction of 
the company in alignment to the type of participation (Poza, 2004: 2). Culture relates to 
the value system that is embedded into the organisation by the family owner based on 
the nature of participation (Poza, 2004: 2).  
Chua, Chrisman and Sharma‟s (1999:20) research suggests that there are key 
attributes that lead to the determination of a family business in relation to the degree of 
ownership. Sciascia and Mazzola (2008:333) suggest that strategic decision-making is 
an output of family involvement in management and performance.  Chua, Chrisman and 
Sharma (1999:20) consider the following combinations of family involvement:  
 Both owned and managed by the family, 
 Owned by the family, but not managed by the family, 
 Managed by the family but not owned by the family. 
According to Anderson and Reed (2003) in Sciascia and Mazzola (2008:333), founding 
family involvement in a family business has a positive impact on business performance 
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in the short run, however, in the long run this positive impact does diminishes over 
increasing family involvement . It is necessary for research scholars to adopt a long-
term perspective in approaching the influence of family involvement in ownership of a 
family business (Sciascia and Mazzola, 2008:334). Lee (2006) states that owners of 
family businesses tend to focus on the survival of the company and concern themselves 
with the long –term sustainability of the business, and in so doing, tend to avoid issues 
such as relating to agency costs (Sacristan-Navarro, Gomez-Anson and Cabeza-
Garcia, 2011:73). Ultimately, Chua, Chrisman and Sharma (1999:22) conclude that a 
business is owned and managed by family is to be considered a family business. 
Astrachan et al. (2002), in Chrisman et al. (2010:13), developed a scale measuring the 
degree of family involvement in a family business known as the Family Power 
Experience Culture Scale (F-PEC). The scale provides a means to understand the 
influence that family involvement has on business performance and behaviour 
(Chrisman et al., 2010:13). This scale is based on a continuous scale and considers the 
following three dimensions: 
 “Power (Family ownership, governance and management); 
 Experience (The generation and the number of family members involved in 
the firm); 
 Culture (Family commitment to firm and the overlap of family and business 
values)” (Chrisman et al., 2010:13). 
According to Sharma (2004:4) operational definitions of family business emphasise the 
significance of control of the business by the family to provide strategic direction to the 
company. Family owners and managers in a family business maximise family control by 
being present in management and on the board of directors of the family business 
(Sacristan-Navarro, Gomez-Anson and Cabeza-Garcia, 2011:73). The operational and 
strategic control, by the family exercising „active control‟ in occupying the role of CEO 
and Chairman of the board, promotes improved business performance (Sacristan-
Navarro, Gomez-Anson and Cabeza-Garcia, 2011:79). Gersick et al (1997), 
Kellermanns and Eddleston (2006) and Kellermans et al (2008) in Beck (2011:254) 
suggest that heterogeneity is created by the generation in control.  Bammens, 
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Voordeckers and Van Gils (2008), Cruz and Nordqvist (2010) indicate that the first 
generation exercises its control in the ownership and management of the family 
business, the second generation and further have family members who are directly 
involved in the ownership and management of the family business. According to Daily 
and Dollinger (1991:60) in Adendorff‟s (2004:20) writing suggests that family interests 
are infringed upon due to the degree of ownership and control. Sharma (2004:4) 
extends the understanding of control to the involvement of the family in the day-to-day 
operations of the business. Carsrud (1994) in Morris, Williams and Nel (1996:68) 
emphasises the topic of control to include ownership and the development of policy 
within a family business. Maury (2006) suggests that family control is positively 
correlated to firm performance (Sacristan-Navarro, Gomez-Anson and Cabeza-Garcia, 
2011:79).  
 
2.3.2 Succession 
Succession planning is supported by a family business understanding organisational 
transitions (Giovannoni et al., 2011:129). According to Moores and Mula (2000) in 
Giovannoni et al. (2011:129), the organisational life cycle theory outlines key stages of 
organisational development as illustrated below (Adizes, 1979; Greiner, 1972): 
Figure 2.1: Organisational Life Cycle  
 
Source: (Giovannoni, Maraghini, & Riccaboni, 2011) 
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Lester, Parnell, and Carraher (2003) customised the above model to accommodate 
small to medium size firms as illustrated below: 
Figure 2.2: Organisational Life Cycle Adapted 
 
Source: (Giovannoni, Maraghini, & Riccaboni, 2011) 
 
The above model facilitates the management of uncertainty existent in the field of 
succession planning processes in family business (Giovonnani et al., 2011:130). 
According to Cabrera-Suarez et al. (2001) and Le Breton-Miller et al. (2004), succession 
planning spans over a long term progressing through various preparation stages 
concluding with the successor being commissioned (Giovannoni, et al., 2011:132). 
Fahed-Sreih and Djoundourian (2006:225) advocate that growth and success of a 
family business is dependant on an effective succession plan. Chua et al. (1999) in 
Chrisman et al. (2010:13) propose that the vision and intention by the dominant family 
within the family business is aligned to trans-generational sustainability making family 
businesses unique from other businesses. Anderson and Reeb (2003) indicate that 
there is a growing need in the field of family business to improve on the succession 
process due to the declining performance of succeeding generations in family 
businesses (Chrisman et al., 2010:18). According to Chua, Chrisman and Sharma‟s 
(1992:24) theoretical definition of family business, the vision of the family business to 
Existence 
Survival 
Success Renewal 
Decline 
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achieve a desired future-improved state for the family, considers succession to be 
significant. Giovannoni et al. (2011:129) suggest that involving the successor in the 
planning of the strategy of the family business has the potential to improve tacit 
knowledge and skill of the business thereby further enhancing the realisation of 
succession. This strategy and transferral of vision of the family business to the 
successor is central to effective succession planning (Givannoni et al., 2011:129). 
According to Casson (1999) in Sciascia and Mazzola (2008), the long term perspective 
of owners of family businesses understand the business to be an asset that is to be 
passed on to future generations and not merely a wealth generator benefit the first 
generation for immediate consumption. This vision is dependent upon the availability of 
suitable and available management or an owner-successor to progress the initial vision 
of the family (Chua, Chrisman and Sharma, 1999:25). According to Dyer (2006) in 
Sciascia and Mazzola (2008:336), family members are conditioned at an early age to 
develop a practical understanding of the business resulting in potential future success in 
succession. The Stewardship Theory understands that family members see themselves 
as stewards who nurture the family business towards continuity in support of future 
generations and other shareholders (Granata and Chirico, 2010:342). 
Cabrera-Suarez et al. (2001) developed a model that focused on knowledge transfer 
and successor development specifically within the field of family business (Chrisman et 
al., 2010:18). Zahra, et al. (2008), suggests that the empowerment of organisational 
stakeholders facilitates organisational strategic flexibility, improving the chance of 
success of the succession planning process (Giovannoni et al., 2011:141). Cabrera-
Suarez et al. (2001) suggest that the implicit assets of the business such as trust and 
commitment are assets that can be transferred to other generations thereby facilitating 
business sustainability (Chrisman et al., 2010:18). Further to this, Chrisman, Chua and 
Sharma (2003:22) indicate that entrepreneurial attitude, integrity and commitment are 
considered to be of greater importance to effective succession than pure technical 
competency. Mazzola, Marchisio, and Astrachan (2008) suggest that the transfer of 
knowledge in succession planning is limited by the lack of adequate training tools 
(Giovannoni, 2011:129).  
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Dyer (1988) in Beck et al. (2011:256) suggests that decision-making tends to be 
centralised in first generation family business than in later generations. McConaughy 
and Philips (1999) and Dyer (1988) in Beck et al. (2011:256) indicate that later 
generations tend to implement a more professional management style of management. 
Beck et al (2011:255) suggest the following differentiators between the first generation 
and the second or later generations: 
 “Centralised decision-making ; 
 Professional style of management; 
 Risk aversion; 
 External orientation; 
 Growth orientation” (Beck et al., 2011:255). 
Sorenson (2000) suggests that there are five differing styles of leadership exercised by 
family business founders that significantly influence the process of succession 
(Giovannoni, Maraghini and Riccaboni, 2011:127). These leadership styles tend to 
evolve over the founders and business‟ tenure and life-cycle are: 
 “Participative; 
 Autocratic; 
 Laissez-Faire; 
 Expert; and  
 Referent” (Giovannoni et al., 2011:127). 
Giovannoni et al. (2011:128) indicated that research emphasises the influence that the 
founding fathers of a family business on the succession process, specifically succession 
preparation. This degree of influence is evident in the culture and performance of the 
family business (Giovannoni et al., 2011:128). Sharma (2004) further emphasises this 
influence on culture and performance which extends beyond the founding owner‟s 
tenure (Giovannoni et al., 2011:141).  
A family business succession plan is influenced by its orientation being either family-
based or business-based (Basco and Rodriguez, 2009:84). Basco and Rodriguez 
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(2009:84) state that in alignment to the family-based orientation, a family business is 
directly involved in the formal and informal development and training of the successor 
by equipping the successor with practical skills and knowledge of the business. The 
business-based orientation adopts an indirect approach to the integration and 
development of the successor who exercises a strategic leadership role as a future 
leader (Basco and Rodriguez, 2009:84). Cruz and Nordqvist (2007) in Beck et al. 
(2011:256) suggests that first-generation family business tends to be more inward 
focussed than later generations that are more externally oriented. Kellermans et al 
(2008) in Beck et al. (2011:256) suggests that later generation family business tend to 
pursue firm survival by focussing more on business growth than that of first generation 
family businesses.  
 
 
2.4 The definition challenge of family business 
A literature review relating to defining a family business, suggests that it has been a 
challenge experienced by numerous researchers. There have been a number of 
writings that have attempted to provide an adequate definition of family business to 
assist in the development and building upon the body of knowledge of family 
businesses (Sharma, 2004:3, 9). The Centre for Labour Research (2005: 3) realises 
that, globally, family business represents a significant proportion of all businesses. It is 
therefore considered necessary to cumulate knowledge towards obtaining a suitable 
definition (Sharma, 2004: 2). According to the Centre for Labour Research (2005:4) the 
term family business was an infrequent topic in literature prior to the 1980‟s.  Suehiro 
(1993: 379) suggests, by 1993, there has been limited progress regarding the 
theoretical conversations relating to the defining of family businesses. Sharma‟s 
literature review suggests that there have been no distinct variables applied to research 
that significantly differentiate family businesses from non-family businesses (Sharma, 
2004: 5). Poza (Poza, 2004: 1) suggests that there are approximately 21 differing 
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definitions as indicated by Chua, Chrisman and Sharma‟s research and other thought 
leaders in the field of family business.   
A distinctly narrow definition by Kowalewski, Talavera and Stetsyuk (2010:50), as a 
point of departure, suggests that a family business is a business where one or more 
generations exercise control and management.  Chua, Chrisman and Sharma (1999:19) 
have proposed that there are two distinct types of definitions that distinguish a family 
business from other businesses which is the theoretical and operational definition. 
Chua, Chrisman and Sharma (1999:19) speak of the theoretical definition 
understanding the “…essence” of family business and its conceptual uniqueness (1999: 
23). The operational definition is the observably measured differentiators of the 
theoretical definition (Chua, Chrisman and Sharma, 1999:23). Literature has had a 
dependency on operational definitions of family business due to the lack of an accepted 
formal definition (Centre for Labour Research, 2005:4). 
According to Chua, Chrisman and Sharma (1999:22), defining a family business 
validates its unique existence in the field of business management study and research. 
Venter, Kruger and Herbst (2007:2) suggest that there has been a gradual definition 
transition over time from understanding the separateness of the family from the 
business to the integrated and dependant relationship between the family and the 
business. Sciascia and Mazzola (2008:331) refer to a „familiness‟ which is an integration 
of resources and competencies between the family, the business and the individual – a 
unique nature of family businesses influencing business performance. 
The thesis will progress to unpack the theoretical approaches that promoted the 
development of family business definitions. This discussion will elaborate on the 
characteristics that facilitate the uniqueness of family businesses in comparison to other 
businesses. 
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2.5 The differences between first and second generation family businesses 
Extensive literature reviews suggest that there are a number of differences that do exist 
between first and second generation as emphasised by Aronoff (1988), Gersick et al. 
(1997), Sonfield and Lussier (2004), Westhead, Howorth and Cowling (2002) in Beck, 
Jannsens, Debruyne and Lommelen (2011: 255). These differences are discussed 
below. 
 
2.5.1 Decision-making 
Ketz de Vries (1993) suggests that family businesses tend to have a more effective and 
quicker decision-making process which may be attributed to a lesser degree of 
bureaucracy in comparison to non-family businesses (Alderson, 2009: 32). According to 
Dyer (1988) in Beck, Jannsens, Debruyne and Lommelen (2011: 256), first generation 
family businesses operate on a centralised decision-making model versus second 
generation businesses who tend to implement a more decentralised decision-making 
model. Brun de Pontet, Wrosch and Gagne (2007) attribute first generation centralised 
decision making to the influence that the founder has on the dynamics of organisational 
development (Beck, Jannsens, Debruyne and Lommelen (2011: 256). Feltham et al. 
(2005) and McCann (2007) indicate that the founder of the family business is the major 
decision-maker due to the founders domineering personality (Alderson, 2009:33). Dyer 
(1986), states that the impact of this domineering personality results in the succeeding 
generations being unprepared to make key decisions (Alderson, 2009:33).  Further to 
this second generation family members find it difficult to build mechanisms to support 
the already ailing ability to make decisions due to the founder being absent from the 
process (Alderson, 2009:34).  
Second and subsequent generations tend to approach decision-making from a team 
perspective involving the greater family while still maintaining a degree of leadership 
(Sonfield and Lussier, 2004:192). The American Family Business Survey (2002) and 
Gersick, Langsberg, Desjardins and Dunn (1999) indicate that there is a growing 
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tendency of second generation family business owners sharing leadership of the family 
business (Alderson, 2009:4).  
Alderson (2009:95) proposes a continuum of rationality regarding decision-making from 
one subsequent succeeding generation to the next. Alderson (2009:96) indicates that as 
generations of family businesses progress, rational decision-making matures from an 
intuitive approach of the founders to the consensus approach by the succeeding 
generations in the family business. This model is illustrated below: 
Figure 2.3: Family Business Rationality Continuum Adapted 
 
 
Source: (Alderson, 2009) 
 
2.5.2 Management style 
Dyer (1988) defines a second difference in styles of management as discussed in Beck, 
Jannsens, Debruyne and Lommelen (2011: 256). According to Sonfield and Lussier 
(2004:193), there is a general trend of family businesses changing styles of leadership 
as the business moves from one generation to the next. Gersick et al. (1997) states that 
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the styles of management adopted by either generation is determined by the challenge 
by each generation to maintain and enhance the family business (Beck, Jannsens, 
Debruyne and Lommelen, 2011: 256).  
Dyer (1988) in Sonfield and Lussier (2004:189) suggest that first generation family 
businesses tend to reflect a paternalistic management culture and style manifested by 
the following: 
 “Hierarchical relationships, 
 Top management control of power and authority, 
 Close supervision, and 
 Distrust of outsiders” (Sonfield and Lussier, 2004:191).  
Dyer (1988), McConaughy and Phillips (1999) and Schein (1983) suggest that second 
and subsequent generations reflect a professional style of management with an 
objective to maintain and enhance the family business (Sonfield and Lussier, 2004:191).  
 
2.5.3 Approach to risk 
The third difference, as identified by Kellermanns and Eddleston (2006), refers to the 
degree of risk behaviour evident between the two generations (Beck, Jannsens, 
Debruyne and Lommelen, 2011: 256). Kellermans and Eddleston (2006) suggest that 
the founding first generation family member is motivated towards retaining the business 
within the family and the maintenance of family wealth and will therefore exemplify risk-
averse behaviour (Beck, Jannsens, Debruyne and Lommelen, 2011: 256). According to 
Cole and Wolken (1995) and Coleman and Carsky (1999) long-standing and large 
family firms tend to use equity financing while limiting the use of debt financing (Sonfield 
and Lussier, 2004:194).  The risk aversion found in succeeding generations results in a 
reduction in willingness to attract debt financing in pursuit of wealth preservation (Molly, 
Laveren and Deloof, 2010: 133).  
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2.5.4 Innovation 
Kepner (1991) suggests that the second generation is motivated by the desire to 
progress the family business beyond that of the predecessors and must therefore be 
innovative to do so (Beck, Jannsens, Debruyne and Lommelen, 2011: 256). Cruz and 
Nordqvist (2007) suggest that second-generation family businesses tend to be 
externally oriented based on their innovative motivation and the changing environment 
(Beck, Jannsens, Debruyne and Lommelen, 2011: 256). However, the founding first 
generation according to Zahra et al. (2004), is more internally oriented due to the 
centrality of the founder in the family business (Beck, Jannsens, Debruyne and 
Lommelen, 2011: 256).  
 
2.5.5 Business growth 
The next difference considers Kellermanns and Eddleston‟s (2006) focus on business 
growth (Beck, Jannsens, Debruyne and Lommelen (2011:256).  According to Duh, 
Tominc and Rebernik (2009:260), in first generation family businesses, business 
decisions are primarily focused on survival and growth with limited family involvement. 
Succeeding generations, according to Gersick et al. (1997) tend to drive the focus of the 
family business moves towards the supporting of the family (Duh, Tominc and Rebernik, 
2009:260). This perspective aligns to the positively correlated relationship between 
innovation and business performance as discussed by Damanpour and Evan (1989) in 
Beck, Jannsens, Debruyne and Lommelen (2011: 265). 
 
 
2.6 Family business approaches 
It is necessary to consider the theoretical paradigms supporting the thought trends and 
definition nuances in family business. The discussion connects thought-pieces 
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facilitating an improved approach by family business, researchers and improved 
knowledge content (Chrisman, Chua and Sharma, 2003:5).  
 
2.6.1 The Systems Paradigm 
According to Suehiro‟s perspective, historic studies indicate that formal research aligned 
to family business may date as far back as the 1960‟s (Gersick, Davis, Hampton and 
Langsberg, 1997:4). Colli (2003:8) suggests that family business can be linked to the 
era prior to the first industrial revolution. Levinson (1971) in Distelberg and Blow 
(2011:29) indicated that early research reflected that family business consisted of two 
separate systems – a family system and a business system. Each family business is 
faced, on a regular basis, with the following three questions determining the family 
business strategic and operational approach adopted: 
 Put family first? 
 Put ownership first? 
 Put management first? (Basco and Rodriguez, 2009:83). 
Heck et al. (2008) indicates that the systems theory inspired early studies of family 
business (Moore, 2009:169). Hence, the sub-system boundaries were distinct and 
strong in response to the three questions above. The field has adjusted to adopt a 
perspective that has been formulated on a systems theory paradigm perceiving the 
family and the business as overlapping subsystems which make up a family business in 
its entirety (Gersick, Davis, Hampton and Langsberg, 1997:5). This system paradigm is 
an open system model where each subsystem maintains it independence by its 
boundaries, to a certain degree, from the other and the general external environment in 
which it exists (Moores, 2009:169). Ensuing studies have resulted in the introduction of 
the ownership subsystem to the three-circled model of family business as illustrated 
below. 
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Figure 2.4: The Three-Circle Model of Family Business Adapted 
 
Source: (Gersick, Davis, Hampton, & Lansberg, 1997)  
 
Morris, Williams and Nel (1996:69) indicate that these subsystems are significantly 
interdependent to each other and have the tendency to positively and negatively 
influence each other. These subsystems must operate together to function as a total 
system mitigating the potential risk of failure of the entire family business (Moores, 
2009:169). Taguiri and Davis (1992) suggest that there are stakeholders associated 
with each subsystem with varying degrees of interaction (Chrisman, Kellermanns, Chan 
and Liano, 2010:10). It is important to note that it is individuals who interact within and 
between each subsystem (Distelberg and Sorenson, 2009:67). According to Bubolz and 
Sontag (1993), the system consists of independent and interdependent sets of people 
pursuing a common goal for each other and the business while sharing resources 
(Disterlberg and Sorenson, 2009:67). Taguiri and Davis (1992) suggest that it is 
essential that the goals of the family business are clearly understood by all stakeholders 
to ensure success (Chrisman et al., 2010:12). According to Poza (2007) it is important 
the each subsystem increases its individual capabilities to enhance the total system to 
deal with the constant changes of the environment in which it operates (Moores, 
2009:169). Therefore, according to Distelberg and Blow (2011:28) these sub-systems 
should be seen as a supra-system due to the interdependence of each sub-system 
upon the others. Gersick, Davis, Hampton and Langsberg(1997:4) propose that this 
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model has received positive reception in this field of study due to its theoretical and 
operational applicability. Distelberg and Blow (2011:28) suggest that family business 
systems are complex and diverse with theories, considering that there are a number of 
systems that do exist within a family business.  
 
2.6.2 The Institutional Paradigm 
According to Leaptrott (2005:215), the Institutional theory considers the influence of 
external organisational forces upon the family business. Further to this, Leaptrott 
(2005:215) explains that this theory clarifies the differences and similarities of family 
businesses.  Stinchcombe (1997) suggests that the „old‟ institutional theory considers 
the evolution of the organisational patterns in adapting to environmental changes while 
still maintaining the values of the family business (Leaptrott, 2005:216). Leaptrott 
(2005:216) suggests that the „new‟ form of institutional theory focuses less on 
adaptability, but rather more on isomorphism – the organisation pursues legitimacy by 
using common approaches in dealing with external influences. Meyer and Rowan 
(1977) support the „new‟ institutional theory suggesting that family business realises 
improved access to resources and network relationships due to isomorphic behavioural 
responses (Leaptrott, 2005:216). According to Dacin, Goodstein and Scott (2002), the 
isomorphic concept aligns to institutional change that may occur due to functional, 
political, or social shifts affecting the family business (Leaptrott, 2005:217). According to 
Scott (1995), the family business consists of three key structures that may lead to 
isomorphic responses as follows: 
 normative; 
 cognitive; and 
 regulative (Leaptrott, 2005:219). 
DiMaggio and Powell (1983) refer to the isomorphism as “a constraining process that 
forces one unit in a population to resemble other units that face the same set of 
environmental conditions” (Leaptrott, 2005:220). A normative effect is visible when 
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external regulatory bodies impose regulation coercing family businesses to subscribe to 
specific legislation (Leaptrott, 2005:220). According to Scott (1995), normative forces 
suggest that values and norms found, either internal or external to a family business, 
originating in one family business may be adopted by another family business to 
maintain a degree of legitimacy as discussed by Hinings, Thibault, Slack and Kikulis 
(1996) in Leaptrott (2005:221). Cognitive forces, according to Scott (1995), suggest 
mimicry of behaviour to deal with uncertainty (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983) posed 
internally or externally to the family business thereby creating a “social identity” (Scott, 
1996), (Leaptrott, 2005:223). This mimicked behaviour found in family businesses 
results in the avoidance to standing out and a dependence on already successful 
practices (Leaptrott, 2005:224). 
 
2.6.3 The Resource-Based View and Agency Paradigms 
Significant contributors to the study of family business, Chrisman, Chua and Sharma 
(2003:5), suggest that the resource-based view and agency theory are two theories that 
recently influenced research greatly. Chrisman et al. (2005) suggest in Chrisman et al., 
(2010:14) that these two theories also assisted in understanding the differences 
between family businesses and non-family businesses.  
 
2.6.3.1 The Resource Based View 
Chrisman, Chua and Sharma (2003:7) advise that the resource-based view (RBV) 
addresses how family businesses identify, develop, transfer and renew capabilities to 
survive and grow. Habbershon and Williams (1999) indicate that these resources are 
distinct due to organisational efficiencies (Kowalewski, Talavera and Stetsyuk, 2010: 
46). Habbershon and Williams (2000) indicate that the RBV tends to have a distinct 
competitive advantage due to the following aspects: 
 Path-Dependant resources; 
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 Idiosyncratic and organisational processes within the unique „familiness‟; 
 Behavioural and social phenomena; 
 Leadership and strategy-making capabilities” (Sacristan-Navarro, Gomez-
Anson and Cabeza-Garcia, 2011:73).  
Habbershon and Williams (1999) define the concept of „familiness‟, discussed above, as 
a “unique bundle of resources a particular firm has because of the systems interaction 
between the family, its individual members, and the business” (Chrisman et al., 
2010:18). The aspects above incorporate intangible assets identified by Barney (1991) 
which include, “values, beliefs, symbols, and interpersonal relationships” (Moores, 
2009:173).  Barney (1991) suggests that, to maintain a competitive advantage as a 
family business, these uniquely combined resources are to be “valuable, rare, 
imperfectly imitable and no substitutable” (Moores, 2009:173). Barney (1991) states that 
the competitive advantage of the family business, is exemplified in the heterogeneous 
nature of these resources (Moores, 2009:174). Dyer (2006) suggests that the RBV 
includes significant financial and physical assets contributed by family members 
promoting sustainability, especially important during economic shifts (Kowalewski, 
Talavera and Stetsyuk, 2010: 46). Sirmon and Hitt (2003) identified five resource types 
that are unique to family businesses and these are: 
 “Human capital; 
 Social capital; 
 Patient financial capital; 
 Survivability capital; and 
 Governance structures” (Chrisman et al., 2010:19). 
The entrepreneurial flair and the management of the resources discussed above, has 
the potential to facilitate the leveraging and exploitation of the competitive advantage of 
the family business. 
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2.6.3.2 The Agency Paradigm 
There have been extensive studies carried out discussing the conflicts of interest 
between principals and agents within in family business (Sacristan-Navarro, Gomez-
Anson and Cabeza-Garcia, 2011:72). The agency theory discusses how opportunistic 
behaviour in family business erodes the uniqueness of a family business as it increases 
in size or complexity (Chrisman, Chua and Sharma, 2003:7).  
The agency theory considers two parties, the owners of the family business (principal) 
and the non-family management(agent), whereby the principal delegates work to the 
agent (Block, 2010:113). Agents may utilise information to which they have access due 
to their position in the family business for personal benefit (Moores, 2009:171). Jensen 
and Meckling (1976) and Williamson (1967) state that agency costs result from differing 
goals of economic agents (Kowalewski, Talavera and Stetsyuk, 2010: 46). Jensen and 
Meckling (1976) define agency costs as costs or expenditure that is incurred to monitor 
the agent by the principal or residual loss experienced due to the principal and the 
agent having different interests (Chrisman et al., 2010:14). Alchian and Demsetz (1972) 
indicate that agency costs can be incurred at any level of an organisation and this 
includes family businesses (Chrisman et al., 2010:14). According to Jensen and 
Meckling (1976), non-family management within a family business tend to exploit their 
management role by maximising company decisions and resources for personal benefit 
(Sacristan-Navarro, Gomez-Anson and Cabeza-Garcia, 2011:73). Lee (2006) indicates 
that family owners may also maximise utility of their businesses by implementing 
governance systems and processes that sacrifice efficiency for equity and privately 
benefit from this control, further embedding the concept of agency costs within a 
business (Sacristan-Navarro, Gomez-Anson and Cabeza-Garcia, 2011:73).  Morck et 
al. (1988) identified the potential for owner agency problems to occur in family 
businesses where owners maximise personal benefit above the businesses goal of 
profit maximisation (Chrisman et al., 2010:15). Gomez-Mejia et al. (2001) attribute 
owner agency problems to the diverging interests of the CEO-owners and those of the 
other shareholders (Chrisman et al., 2010:16). Families that maximise control over their 
businesses through ownership and management, thereby controlling the strategic 
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(Chairman of the board of directors) and operational elements (Chief Executive Officer) 
of the family business, extract private benefits at the expense of the rest of the 
shareholders (Sacristan-Navarro, Gomez-Anson and Cabeza-Garcia, 2011:73). 
Anderson and Reeb (2003) suggest that concentrated family ownership of manager 
agents in a business can reduce agency costs between owners and managers by 
efficient monitoring, developed over time (Chrisman et al., 2010:16). According to Berle 
and Means (1932), Fama and Jensen (1983) and Jensen and Meckling (1976), the 
introduction of governance initiatives that facilitate “clarity, accountability and 
transparency for stakeholders” have the potential to reduce agency costs significantly 
(Moores, 2009:171). Ward (1987) and Poza (2007) theorise that family business that 
emphasises governance of both family and the business may realise improved business 
performance and outcomes (Basco and Rodriguez, 2009: 82). Jensen and Meckling 
(1976) determine governance to include initiatives, reducing agency costs, using the 
following mechanisms as follows: 
 legal; 
 institutional; and  
 cultural (Moores, 2009:172). 
According to Sciascia and Mazzola (2008:332) and Chrisman, Chua and Litz (2004) in 
Kowalewski, Talavera and Stetsyuk (2010:48), family involvement in a family business 
realises reduced agency costs in the short term. Agency costs have the ability to 
negatively impact upon the reputation of a family business and family business owners 
and manager, due to their vested interest (Block, 2010:109). Family management 
perceive the family business as a social entity, unlike non-family management, and 
therefore have a greater concern for the reputation of the family business (Block, 
2010:111). It is understood that an intrinsically motivated agent will be encouraged 
towards prioritising the organisation above personal gain and will tend to support the 
performance of the organisation – the degree of opportunism is reduced (Moores, 
2009:172). Schulze et al. (2001) introduced the concept of altruism to family business 
research emphasising why family businesses pursue non-economic goals and its 
related financial implications (Chrisman et al., 2010:16) 
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2.6.4 The Business Science and Sociological Approaches 
According to Suehiro‟s literature reviews (1993:383), there were two further distinct 
approaches that have dominated research. These approaches primarily focussed on 
distinguishing family business from non-family businesses (Sharma, 2004:3). These 
approaches are the business science and sociological approach (Suehiro, 1993:383).  
The business science approach informs the concept of “corporate control” (Suehiro, 
1993:379). This concept addresses the matter of the degree and extent of control that 
exists between ownership and management of a family business. Suehiro (Suehiro, 
1993:380) unpacks his adopted family business definition by Chandler in alignment to 
this relationship between ownership and management. The sociological approach 
contributes to the definition by understanding the contextualised relationships and 
structures of society and family of the family business. Hence, Suehiro (Suehiro, 
1993:383) requires the faculty of family business to consider both business science and 
sociological perspectives in determining a definition of a family business. 
 
2.6.5 The Stewardship Theory 
Family business profitability is also closely associated with the paradigm of the 
Stewardship theory (Sacristan-Navarro, Gomez-Anson and Cabeza-Garcia, 2011:74). 
This theory imparts values that are based on the following premises: 
 The family is perceived as a resource; 
 Members are collectivists; 
 There is a pro-firm foundation to the thinking of all shareholders; 
 Shareholders are trustworthy (Sacristan-Navarro, Gomez-Anson and Cabeza-
Garcia, 2011:78). 
Davis, Schoeman and Donaldson (1997) understand the Stewardship theory to consider 
the family members as stewards of the business who maximise their personal utility in 
the best interests of the family business achieving profitability and growth (Sacristan-
Navarro, Gomez-Anson and Cabeza-Garcia, 2011:78). According to Granata and 
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Chirico (2010:343) an altruistic paradigm adopted by the family members putting the 
objectives and goals of the family business ahead of their own, resulting in reduced 
conflicts and supports intrinsic values such as trust and interdependence. This 
paradigm improves the long term sustainability of the family business (Granata and 
Chirico, 2010:343). Miller et al. (2008) identify three forms of stewardship found in family 
businesses: 
 Stewardship over the continuity of business – Signifies the emotional 
attachment to the business with a specific emphasis on sourcing innovative 
strategies and exercising stewardship to ensure long-term sustainability; 
 Stewardship over employees – Miller et al. (2008:55) suggest that the family 
business cares for its employees with an aim of developed a team of employees 
who are committed to the business resulting in long-term economic growth; 
 Stewardship over customer relationships – Implies the development of strong 
relationship networks being developed between the family members of the 
business and its suppliers and customers (Granata and Chirico, 2010:344).  
Thompson (1960) and Corbetta and Salvato (2004) suggest that management also 
serve as stewards supporting the interests of the owners of the family business 
(Kowalewski, Talavera and Stetsyuk, 2010: 47). The Stewardship theory serves as a 
competitive advantage directing an emotionally connected family organisation towards 
being unique from other non-family businesses (Granata and Chirico, 2010:343). There 
is supporting research literature that promotes the link of increased family business 
performance to this theory as indicated by Corbetta and Salvato (2004) (Sacristan-
Navarro, Gomez-Anson and Cabeza-Garcia, 2011:78).  
The contrasting paradigm of the Stewardship theory is the stagnation theory (Granata 
and Chirico, 2010:344). This theory is evident in family businesses reflecting the 
following attributes: 
 Undercapitalised businesses; 
 Conservative in approach to business; 
 Performance that is slow-growing; and 
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 Short life period (Granata and Chirico, 2010:344). 
 
 
2.7 Conclusion 
The above discussion conducted an extensive review of literature relating to family 
business. The focus of this discussion provided a background to develop an 
understanding and definition of the elusive topic of family business.  
The writing initiated the discussion by reviewing global trends in family business with a 
bounded consideration given to family business in South Africa. Research conducted in 
the field of family business suggests that defining a family business remains to be a 
challenge due to the various nuances related numerous factors such as ownership, 
control, involvement, management and succession involving various stakeholders and 
environments of the family business.  
The theoretical approaches associated within the family business field suggest that the 
defining and understanding of a family business is diverse and further requires research 
to enhance the body of knowledge in this field.  To conclude, this thesis will consider 
both the matters relating to defining a family business and the theoretical paradigms 
discussed. This thesis will consider the essence of these theories in the research 
process. The defining attributes will form the basis of selection of a family business 
definition.  
The discussion of this writing thus far dovetails with the following chapter of succession 
planning in family businesses. Recent literature suggests that there have been 
significant strides made in the field of family business research. However, in comparison 
to other fields in management, there remains a lag with regards to family business 
research. This writing will contribute to improving the family business knowledgebase 
for the benefit of future research and improved sustainability of family business 
succession.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
3.1  Introduction to succession planning 
 
“A man knocked at the Heavenly gate, 
His face was scared and old. 
He stood before the man of fate 
For admission to the fold. 
“What have you done,” Saint Peter asked, 
“To gain admission here?” 
“I inherited a business from my father 
And ran it for the family,” he said, 
“For many and many a year.” 
The pearly gates swung open wide; 
St. Peter touched the bell. 
“Come and choose your harp,” he said, 
“You‟ve had your share of Hell.” (Anonymous in Ginsburg, 1988:62). 
 
A family business fortune is generated by the founder of the business, and over time 
this fortune is subjected to numerous challenges (Jaffe and Lane, 2004:81).  
Succession poses a challenge to a number of family businesses, especially when a 
family business needs to deal with an intergenerational transition (Royer, Simons, Boyd 
and Rafferty, 2008:15). Beckhard and Dyer (1983) suggest that family business life 
expectancy averages approximately twenty four years, equivalent to the estimated 
tenure of the founders (Lee, Lim and Lim (2003:658).  
Adizes (1978), Churchill and Lewis (1983) and Griener (1972) perceive business 
organisations as an evolutionary life-cycle (Morris, Williams and Nel, 1996:68). These 
organisations tend to eventually outgrow the founders management competence to a 
degree where both ownership and management disconnect from each other and tend to 
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overlook the issues of succession within the context of a family business (Morris, 
Williams and Nel, 1996:68). 
Fox et al. (1996) in Royer et al. (2008:5) state that succession, especially during the 
lifespan of the founding entrepreneur, tends to often be unsuccessful. Alderson (2009:2) 
suggests that there is limited success in the succession of ownership from founding 
members of family businesses to the second generation. There is an even lower 
succession rate from the second generation family business to the third generation 
(Alderson, 2009:4). Aronoff (1991) in Grote (2003:113) suggests that the following 
statistics emphasise the significant influence succession planning has on family 
business: 
 
Table 3.1: Impact of Succession Planning on the Success of Family Businesses 
Family Businesses that transition to second generation 30% 
Family businesses that transition to third generation 10% - 15% 
Family businesses that transition to third generation 3% - 5% 
Source: (Aronoff, 1998)  
 
Hughes (1997) indicates that a decline in intergenerational wealth is attributed to weak 
long term succession planning rather than poor financial management (Grote, 
2003:113). Sonfield and Lussier (2004) propose that first generation family businesses 
tend to do less succession planning whereas second and subsequent generations tend 
to do more succession planning (Duh, Tominc and Rebernik, 2009: 258). 
 
 
3.2  The definition of succession planning  
De Massis, Chua and Chrisman (2008:185) suggest that, in nonfamily businesses, 
succession refers to the change in leadership whereas, in a family business, succession 
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refers to the transfer of leadership from a family member to a succeeding family 
member. According to Ginsburg (1988:61), “… succession planning determines 
ownership”.  Recent studies suggest that researchers view succession planning as a 
generational transition with a unique perspective on leadership where family, 
shareholder and executive leadership are of equal importance (Aronoff, 1998:182). 
Further to leadership, there is a simultaneous metamorphosis of dimensions such as 
the personal, family and corporate finances, and relational, strategic and structural 
facets (Aronoff, 1998:182). The complexity and totality of this transition of a family 
business system is encapsulated in the concept of „generational transition‟ (Aronoff, 
1998:182). 
There are two criterions that should be considered in succession planning, the interests 
of the business and realistic alternative potential successors (Ginsburg, 1988:63). 
Wang, Watkins, Harris and Spicer (2004:78) suggest that succession planning consists 
of a process that includes the development of a business strategy that prescribes how 
the generational transition can be effectively operationalized. Lambrecht (2005:267) 
suggests the research literature considers succession planning, or generational transfer 
is to be viewed as a lifelong and continuous process. Family business succession 
involves the dynamic activities that lead up to the moment of transition, the transition 
itself and those activities that follow the transition inclusive of its implications on the 
various stakeholders ( Morris, Williams and Nel, 1996:69).  
Davis (1997) emphasises that succession planning has three primary objectives: 
 To distribute assets from an older generation to a younger generation efficiently 
and fairly; 
 To hand over business control that will maintain effective leadership; and 
 To ensure that family harmony is maintained and promoted (Wang, Watkins, 
Harris and Spicer, 2004:60).  
Duh, Tominic and Rebernik (2009:258) propose that the following reasons trigger 
succession: 
 Incumbents retirement; 
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 Change of profession; 
 Change of interests; 
 Family situational changes; and 
 Changing competitive environment.  
Dyer (1986), Gersick, Davis, Hampton, and Langsberg (1997) and Ward (1987) in 
Alderson (2009:11) defines succession to be include the transfer of either ownership or 
management between generations. The ownership and management is held by the 
incumbent, who is understood to be the person occupying the most senior management 
position within a family business (De Massis, Chua and Chrisman, 2008:184).   
Beck, Jannsens, Debruyne and Lommelen (2011: 255) distinctly define first generation 
family businesses are those where the founder exercises ownership and management 
over the business;  whereas a second-generation family business is one where second 
generation family members exercise ownership and management over the family 
business. According to Sonfield and Lussier (2004:189) considers the first generation to 
include a family business where the business is owned and managed by more than one 
family member of the founding or first generation. In the case of this discussion, second 
generation family members occupying the position of management are defined as 
second generation family business leaders (Alderson, 2009:11). The second generation 
refers to ownership and management of the family business where the first generation 
has retired from the business or is deceased (Sonfield and Lussier, 2004:190).  
Within the context of a family successor, a successor may be understood as a member 
of the family who is available to assume the managerial control of the family business 
once the incumbent, upon leaving the business, hands over of this control to the 
successor (De Massis, Chua and Chrisman, 2008:184).  According to Ginsburg 
(1988:63) potential successors to a founding family member of a family business are: 
 Family members, 
 Partners, 
 Employees, and 
 Third –Parties. 
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3.3 Succession planning theoretical paradigms  
3.3.1 Game Theory 
Lee, Lim and Lim (2003: 658), contextualise the game theory to succession planning in 
family businesses. Lee, Lim and Lim (2003:658) consider four points outlined below that 
coonsider game theory to be an important foundational theory in family business 
succession.   
The first of these points is the understanding that the labour market is competitive within 
which a potential non-family member successor, known as an agent, operates with the 
capacity to lead a family business (Lee, Lim and Lim, 2003:658).  According to Lee, Lim 
and Lim (2003:658), this agent may, without idiosyncratic knowledge of the family 
business and an unknown degree of competency to manage the family business, be 
recruited by a family business at a competitive market rate. According to Williamson 
(1979), the agent, upon being employed for a period of time, acquires idiosyncratic 
knowledge of the family business thereby reducing the bargaining scope of the family 
business (Lee, Lim and Lim, 2003:658). The agent then has the opportunity to 
command a competitive market related rate upon engagement as a successor (Lee, Lim 
and Lim, 2003:658). 
The second point considers the fact that players are risk neutral, meaning that all 
stakeholders in a family business succession are neutral with all parties aiming to 
maximise the benefits (Lee, Lim and Lim, 2003:658). 
The third point of discussion considers that families aim to pursue retention of 
ownership of the family business where a family business promotes succession by a 
descendant of the family (Lee, Lim and Lim, 2003:659). Kuratko (1993), Numazaki 
(2000), and Weidenbaum (1996), suggest that families go to extensive lengths to 
ensure this (Lee, Lim and Lim, 2003:659).  
The fourth point considers that agents are more opportunistic than family descendants 
(Lee, Lim and Lim, 2003:659). Pollack (1985) attributes this type of descendant 
behaviour to the understanding that family loyalty and cultural norms perceive 
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opportunistic ideals as a violation to the social norms of the family (Lee, Lim and Lim, 
2003:659).  
The above views are illustrated by Lee, Lim and Lim (2003:659) in a model consisting of 
four stages as illustrated below: 
Figure 3.1: Game Theoretical Model Adapted 
 
Source: (Lee, Lim, & Lim, 2003) 
 
The above theory suggests that family business determines the successor‟s 
competency to adequately lead a family business due to the idiosyncratic nature of a 
family business itself (Lee, Lim and Lim, 2003:659). According to Lee, Lim and Lim 
(2003:663), there is a positive correlation between the degree of idiosyncrasy of the 
family business and the likelihood of the family appointing an offspring as a successor in 
spite of the competency capacity of the descendant in relation to a potential agent. 
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3.3.2 Double Bind Theory 
This theory is fundamentally founded on Grotes‟ theory of borrowed desire (Grote, 
2003:118). Grote (2003:118) suggests that this theory is based on the Girard‟s 
perspective of jealousy within the context of human relations. The perspective of 
Girard‟s theory considers the concept of universal mimesis (Grote, 2003:114). Universal 
mimesis is defined as the psychological and sociological nature of people being drawn 
together out of interest for each other (Grote, 2003:114).  Grote (Grote and McGeeney, 
1997) extends Girards‟ perspective into a business context, referring to it as borrowed 
desire (Grote, 2003:115). “By borrowing someone else‟s desire, people obtain a self-
sufficiency that they lack” (Grote, 2003:117). Grote structures the thought of borrowed 
desire into a triangular framework as contextually illustrated below: 
Figure 3.2: The Structure of Desire 
 
Source: (Grote, 2003) 
 
The above illustration considers the model that provokes the subject to desire the object 
of desire initially. Co-dependency tends to be an outcome of rivalry that is bred by the 
borrowed desire between the subject and the model (Grote, 2003:118). According to 
Grote (2003: 118), within the context of succession planning, a sibling‟s desire to be like 
the parent (founder of the business) may be unachievable due to the following: 
 “Siblings share the same desire; 
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 The parent is both a model and an obstacle to the strivings of the siblings” 
(Grote, 2003:118). 
According to Girard (1977), the double bind is effectively a “contradictory double 
imperative” imposed by the model upon the subject which is: 
 “Imitate me! Desire what I desire!; and 
 Don‟t imitate me. Don‟t appropriate my object!” (Grote, 2003:118).  
According to Langsberg (1999), based on the above points, the children within a family 
business tend to be caught up in a double bind producing dysfunctional behavioural 
response (Grote, 2003:119). Langsberg (1999) suggests that founding parents tend to 
be reluctant in empowering the succeeding generation due to the realisation that they 
will be ceding control to the next generation (Grote, 2003:119). Conflict, as a product of 
this issue, tends to be reinforced by both the parents and the children and is both 
accountable for this conflict (Grote, 2003:120). According to Grote (2003:120) the 
double bind threatens both family and the business of a family business: 
 Family – the successful transfer of power between the generations; 
 Business – the economic productivity of the family business. 
 
 
3.4 Factors influencing succession 
According to Morris et al. (1997), effective succession planning happens when the 
successors are prepared well for the succession process, relationships between family 
members are cordial and wealth-transfer purposes are planned more effectively (Wang, 
Watkins, Harris and Spicer, 2004:65). It is necessary to understand the root causes that 
have the potential to impact the viability of a family business; family unity and the 
degree of risk the goals of all stakeholders‟ experience, especially the existent leader 
and future successors (De Massis, Chua and Chrisman, 2008:183).  Chittoor and Das 
(2007:65) suggest that research scholars differ on their perspectives regarding what 
constitutes a successful transition and the defining and measuring thereof.  Le Breton-
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Miller, et al. (2003) suggests that a successful transition comprises of the ultimate 
success of the family business beyond the succession and satisfaction experienced by 
the various stakeholders involved in the succession process (Chittoor and Das, 
2007:66).  
Morris, Williams and Nel (1996) suggest that determinant factors reflecting successful 
transitions can be categorised into the following three illustrated sections:  
 
Figure 3.3: Determinants of Successful Transitions Adapted 
 
Source: (Morris, Williams, & Nel, Factors Influencing Famil Business 
Succession, 1996) 
 
Doescher (1993), Fenn (1994), Hyatt (1992), Osborne (1991) indicates that section one 
deals primarily with the capacity of the future successors in running a family business 
(Morris, Williams and Nel, 1996:72). According to Barnes and Hershon (1976), Brockaw 
(1992), Kepner (1983), Kets de Vries (1993), Levinson (1971), Ward and Aronoff  
(1992) and Williams (1990), suggest that section two primarily addresses the matter of 
communication and trust amongst family members of the family business (Morris, 
Williams and Nel, 1996:71). The third section refers to the planning and controlling of 
activities and tends to, according to Danco (1982), Kets de Vries (1993), Ward (1987), 
Preparation Level of 
Heirs 
Formal education; 
Training; 
Work experience (outside 
the firm); 
Entry-level position; 
Year working within the 
firm (and/or industry); 
Motivation to join firm; 
Self-perception of 
preparation 
Relationships Among 
Family and Business 
Members 
Communication; 
Trust; 
Commitment; 
Loyalty; 
Family Turmoil; 
Sibling Rivalry; 
Jealousy/Resentment; 
Conflict; 
Shared Values and Traditions. 
Planning and Control 
Activities 
Succession Planning; 
Tax Planning; 
Use of Outside Board; 
Use of Family BUsiness 
Consultants/Advisors; 
Creation of Family 
Council. 
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Ward and Aronoff (1992) and Williams (1990), receive the greatest amount of focus in 
succession planning (Morris, Williams and Nel, 1996:71). 
A categorised model illustrated below holistically encapsulates factors preventing intra-
family successions (De Massis, Chua and Chrisman, 2008:185). The writing provides a 
discussion of the various factors subsequent to the illustrated table. 
Table 3.2: Factors Preventing Succession Planning Adapted 
FACTOR 
CATEGORY 
FACTORS 
Individual 
Factors 
 “Low ability of potential successors; 
 Dissatisfaction/lack of motivation of potential successor(s); 
 Unexpected loss of potential successor(s); 
 Personal sense of attachment of the incumbent with the 
business; 
 Unexpected, premature loss of the incumbent; 
 Incumbent‟s divorce, remarriage, or new children” (De Massis, 
Chua and Chrisman, 2008:185).  
Relational 
Factors 
 “Conflicts/rivalries/competition in parent-child relationship; 
 Conflicts/rivalries/competition among family members; 
 Perils related to high “consensus sensitiveness” of the family 
business; 
 Lack of trust in the potential successor(s) by family members; 
 Lack of commitment to the potential successor(s) by family 
members; 
 Conflicts between incumbent/potential successor(s) and 
nonfamily members; 
 Lack of trust in the potential successor(s)  by nonfamily 
members; 
 Lack of commitment to the potential successor(s) by nonfamily 
members (De Massis, Chua and Chrisman, 2008:188). 
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Contextual 
Factors 
 “Change in business performance; 
 Decreased business scale;  
 Loss of key customers or suppliers, or deterioration in the 
relationship between potential successor(s) and customers or 
suppliers (De Massis, Chua and Chrisman, 2008:190). 
Process 
Factors 
 Not clearly defining the roles of the incumbent and the 
potential successor(s); 
 Not communicating and sharing the decisions related to the 
succession process with family members and the other 
stakeholders; 
 Incorrectly evaluating the gaps between the potential 
successor‟s needs and abilities; 
 Late or insufficiently exposing potential successor(s) to the 
business; 
 Not giving the potential successor(s) sufficient feedback about 
the succession progress; 
 Not formalising rational and objective criteria for selection; 
 Not defining the composition of the team in charge of the 
assessment of potential successor(s) (De Massis, Chua and 
Chrisman, 2008:190). 
Source: (De Massis, Chua, & Chrisman, 2008) 
 
Firstly, De Massis, Chua and Chrisman (2008:185) propose two perspectives in a high 
level approach to understanding factors influencing succession planning. These 
perspectives are: 
 “ The absence of a necessary condition for succession to take place; or 
 A sufficient condition for succession not to take place” (De Massis, Chua and 
Chrisman, 2008:185). 
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Secondly, numerous additional factors affecting family business succession is 
discussed by Royer et al. (2008:16) and includes the following: 
 “Perspectives of the next generation” (Handler, 1994); 
 Interpersonal relationships within the family (Cabrera-Suarez, 2005); 
 Ability to acquire founder‟s key skills and knowledge (Bjuggren and Sund, 2002); 
 Commitment to the family business (Bjuggren and Sund, 2002). 
Thirdly, Handler (1994) and Stavrou and Swiercz (1998) in Royer et al. (2008:16) 
discuss how the perspectives of the next generation influences succession planning. 
According to Ginsburg (1988:63), second generation family successors have an 
expectation of benefits from a business based on prior observations of founding parents 
having enjoyed the benefits.  
Fourthly, Shepherd and Zacharakis (2000) and Ward (1987) intimate that ineffective 
decision-making and, according Poza (2007 and Ward (1987), improper planning 
contributes to an unsuccessful succession (Alderson, 2009:2).     
Fifthly, Morris et al. (1997) emphasise the matter of family relationships within a family 
business and its positive correlation to successful successions (Wang, Watkins, Harris 
and Spicer, 2004:77). Morris et al. (1997) identifies two significant aspects to the familial 
relationships which are: 
 Trust – “Mutual support, honesty, confidence in each party‟s reliability and a 
willingness of each party to acknowledge each other‟s achievements” and 
 Affability – “Mutual respect between the two generations and the minimisation 
of rivalry” (Wang, Watkins, Harris and Spicer, 2004:78). 
The sixth factor suggests that a family business may need to make a decision as to 
whether the successor should or should not be a family member (Royer et al., 2008:15). 
Kirby and Lee (1996) propose that successors of a family business tend to be family 
members irrespective of their capacity. Pollack (1985) suggests that there is an issue of 
nepotism to be faced by a family business which chooses to elect a successor within 
the family (Royer et al. 2008:15). Barach et al. (1988) indicates that nepotism may be in 
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conflict with the interests of the shareholders and may influence effective succession 
planning (Royer et al., 2008:15). 
Gersick et al. (1997) and Ward (1987) suggest that the poor succession rate may be 
attributed to conflict within the family business as a seventh factor. Levinson (1971), 
Poza (2007), Ward and Aronoff (1994) indicates that conflict is inevitably common to 
family business (Alderson, 2009:36). Dyer and Handler (1994), and Shane (2008) 
suggest that conflict may arise due to the controlling behaviour of an entrepreneur who 
is the sole decision-maker of a family business (Alderson, 2009:3). The controlling 
nature of the founder, according to Levinson (1971), may be linked to the owner and his 
identity being merged with the identity of that of the business (Alderson, 2009:3). This 
merged identity may intensify conflict situations within the family business (Alderson, 
2009:3). Dyer (1986) and Poza (2007) indicate that when the second generation 
becomes involved in the family business, the second generations‟ personal motives and 
agendas tend to conflict with owners‟ behavioural tendencies of a merged identity 
(Alderson, 2009:3). The growth of family members involved in the business tends to 
positively correlate to intra-family conflicts that negatively influence the succession 
process (Molly, Laveren and Deloof, 2010:133). Beckhard and Dyer (1983) further 
supports the understanding that there is a link between family member conflict 
increasing as the number of generations involved in the firm grows (Sonfield and 
Lussier, 2004:192). These conflicts are evident in high profile family businesses such as 
Gucci, Ford, and Reliance Industries‟ Ambani brothers (Alderson, 2009:37). Jehn (1994, 
1995) identifies three types of conflict found within family businesses: 
 Task Conflict 
 Process Conflict 
 Relationship Conflict (Alderson, 2009:38) 
Jehn‟s (1997) definition of task conflict relates to strategies, goals and process conflict, 
and how work should be done. Hilburt-Davis and Dyer (2003), Kellermanns and 
Eddleston (2004) and Ward (1987) define relationship conflict to be the most common in 
family business and is of the most destructive nature (Alderson, 2009:39). A counter 
perspective of conflict, as determined by Alderson (2009:38), Eisenhardt, Kahwajy and 
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Bourgeois (1997), Jehn (1994), Kellermanns and Eddleston (2004) and Simons et al. 
(1999), suggests that a moderate balance of these conflicts realises improved decision-
making.   
Cater (2006) introduces another factor in discussing the concept of the “shadow of the 
founder” (Alderson, 2009:4).  This concept is known as „founder centrality‟ (Kelly, 
Athanassiou and Crittenden, 2000). A study by Davis and Harveston (1999) refer to this 
concept as a „generational shadow‟ (Alderson, 2009:4). According to Molly, Laveren and 
Deloof (2010:135) define this concept to be the pursuing influence of the older 
generation on the family business while under the management and ownership of the 
succeeding generation. Founders of family businesses tend to find it difficult to hand 
over control and authority of the business to a successor (Sonfield and Lussier, 
2004:193). This factor has the potential to have both positive and negative impacts on a 
second generation family business according to Alderson (2009:4). This transition can 
be one of the most turbulent and challenging aspects to a family business (Molly, 
Laveren and Deloof, 2010:135). A key negative impact, according to Davis and 
Harveston (2001), is reflected in that the succeeding generation is limited from making 
their own business decisions (Alderson, 2009:4). This is due to the founding owner 
having not fully retired and handed over the business to the second generation 
(Alderson, 2009:4). Hence, this dysfunctional impact on family business performance 
tends to constrain the succeeding generation thereby leading to succession being 
incomplete (Sonfield and Lussier, 2004:194). According to Stavrou (1999) in Alderson 
(2009:4), this issue contributes to the exiting of succeeding second generation business 
from the family business.  Research studies suggest that family businesses are tending 
to create sustainable value by creating new roles, internal or external to the business, 
for retired incumbents (Aronoff, 1998:184). Hence, the retired incumbent has a clearly 
defined role and remains to support the new generation (Aronoff, 1998:184). Further to 
this, there are a number of authors that suggest that goals change from the founding 
generation to succeeding generations which may lead to stagnation of the family 
business (Molly, Laveren and Deloof, 2010:134). Yeung (2003) argued that increased 
numbers of family members in ownership may also have an additional negative impact 
as descendants of the founding family member may not be as hard-working (Molly, 
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Laveren and Deloof, 2010:135). However, Martin and Lumpkin (2004) indicated that the 
changes in goals from one generation to the next leads towards the family business 
adopting a more family-oriented direction pursuing stability and inheritance maintenance 
as primary business drivers (Molly, Laveren and Deloof, 2010:134).   A significant 
positive impact is the ensuring of business continuity through the maintenance of the 
vision and mission of the family business from first to second generation (Alderson, 
2009:4).  
The final factor influencing succession within a family business, according to Dyer 
(1988) is the management style where the founding generation adopts a paternalistic 
management style whereas the succeeding generation adopts a professional 
management style (Alderson, 2009:4). Dyer (1988) extends this perspective to suggest 
that the paternalistic style of management if often evident in a family business by its 
hierarchical organisational structure, centralised power with the top management, close 
monitoring and supervision of employees and a distrustful tendency towards non-family 
members (Alderson, 2009:4).  
 
 
3.5 Succession planning approaches 
According to Handler (1990) and Kets de Vries (1993), it is necessary to comprehend 
how the approaches influence the quality and effectiveness of succession planning 
(Morris, Williams and Nel, 1996:70). Morris, Williams and Nel (1996:70) suggest that 
quality refers to the experience of the family members in the process and efficiency 
refers to how others perceive the outcome of the transition. 
Aronoff (1998) suggests that the critical issue for family business is for the family to 
identify, develop and install a successor to a senior management position. A number of 
researchers understand succession planning to be more of a process rather than a 
specific event involving the transferring of ownership and management to a potential 
successor (Duh, Tominc and Rebernik, 2009:258). Succession in family business is 
understood to be a process whereby the current top manager of the family business 
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releases managerial control of the family business to an available successor who is a 
family member, related by blood or law business (De Massis, Chua and Chrisman, 
2008:184).  The process paradigm requires a multigenerational time frame viewpoint 
within the context of multi-dimensional social, cultural, financial, legal, strategic, and 
moral factors (Aronoff, 1998:181).  Fiegener et al. (1994) determined that family 
businesses prefer a more relationship-centered approach to succession planning 
(Wang, Watkins, Harris and Spicer, 2004:61). Ultimately, the success of a succession 
plan has a positive correlation to business performance (Wang, Watkins, Harris and 
Spicer, 2004:63). 
According to a PricewaterhouseCoopers Family Business Survey 2007/08 (2007), 84% 
of family businesses intend handing over the business to family members of the next 
generation and many businesses are unprepared for this process (Chrisman, Chua, 
Sharma and Yoder, 2009:48). Chrisman, Chua, Sharma and Yoder (2009:) suggest that 
family business stakeholders‟ satisfaction with the succession planning process 
improves with the degree of planning invested in the succession planning process.  
This first of these approaches refers to an eight step succession planning process 
outlined by Chrisman, Chua, Sharma and Yoder (2009:48) is recommended and is 
illustrated below: 
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Figure 3.4: 8-Step Succession Planning Process 
 
Source: (Chrisman, Chua, Sharma, & Yoder, Guiding Family Businesses 
Through the Succession Process, 2009) 
 
1. Prepare the Family 
•Acquire the incumbents commitment; 
•Next generation family members have the motivation and capacity to take over the 
business; 
•The family devises its own succession solution through effective communication. 
2. Define Broad Ownership, Governance, and Management Goals 
•Ensure that the family agrees on its goals and those of the business; 
•Ensure that governance aligns to the agreed upon goals; 
•Develop management policies relating to family participation; 
•Develop professionalisation and non-family involvement policy. 
3. Organise the Succession Task Group 
•Determine who will select the successor. 
4. Set Criteria for Selecting Successor 
•Identify criteria that align to the goals. 
5. Develop Potential Successors 
•Potential successors should reflect interest based on commitment; 
•Potential successors should be given responsibilities and training that would allow 
them to develop and demonstrate key attributes. 
6. Prepare the Incumbent 
•The process should provide security to the incumbent regarding the future of the 
business and the family; 
•Preparation of a financial arrangement to facilitate the transfer of ownership is to be 
completed. 
7. Timing the Succession 
•Ensure that both the successor and the incumbent are both in positions to assume 
their new roles in relation to the business. 
8. Guiding the Process 
•Manage the process carefully. 
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Chittoor and Das (2007:69) proposes a second approach by consolidating a discussion 
of three theoretical models relating to the succession process with the first being the 
Stages-of-Succession Model. According to Handler (1990) this model refers to both the 
incumbent and successor fulfilling distinct and roles in to the process and tend to evolve 
as the process evolves (Chittoor and Das (2007:69). The parallel transitioning of roles of 
the incumbent and successor are illustrated below: 
 
Figure 3.5: Stages-of-Succession Model Adapted 
 
Source: (Chittoor & Das, 2007) 
 
 
Chittoor and Das (2007:69) propose the Relationships Model. According to Fox et al. 
(1996) propose six key relationships that are important to the succession planning 
process and these are: 
 The business and its key stakeholders; 
 The business and the incumbent; 
 The business and the successor; 
 The successor and the key stakeholders; 
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 The incumbent and the key stakeholders. 
Chittoor and Das (2007:69) propose a third approach which is the Relay-Race Model. 
According to Dyck et al. (2002), this model relates the succession process to a relay 
race and suggests four important factors to the process which are: 
 Sequence in selection of a successor; 
 Timing of the handover to the successor; 
 The handing over technique  and its related processes; 
 Communication between the incumbent and the successor. 
Lambrecht (2005:267) introduces a fourth planning approach which has identified five 
ways in which a family business can be successfully transferred. These five ways are: 
1. The successor takes the lead in the continuation of the family business; 
2. A transferor explicitly requests the successor to join the family business to 
ensure continuity, health or growth of the family business; 
3. Successors choose to continue being involved in the family business based on a 
moral duty to the transferor; 
4. The successor is predestined to take over the family business having followed an 
apprenticeship into the family business; 
5. Transferors coerce successors into the family business (Lambrecht, 2005:275). 
Lambrecht (2005:275) also suggests a fifth generational transition approach that 
includes six steps: 
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Figure 3.6: 6 Stepping Stones to the Transfer of a Family Business Adapted 
 
Source: (Lambrecht, 2005) 
 
Sharma et al. (2001) and Morris et al. (1997) submits a sixth approach whereby a 
successful succession may be attributed to successful co-operation amongst family 
business stakeholders due to a well-developed succession plan (Wang, Watkins, Harris 
and Spicer, 2004:61). The key to effective mentoring is to find a balance between 
mentoring and parenting (Wang, Watkins, Harris and Spicer, 2004:62). Wang, Watkins, 
Harris and Spicer (2004:62) stated that the successor should have a clear idea of 
expectations and the process to be followed as communicated by the incumbent. These 
expectations and processes should be linked to performance data that will facilitate 
promotion to authority within the family business (Wang, Watkins, Harris and Spicer, 
2004:62). Both Langsberg and Astrachan (1994) suggest that the success of this 
process is linked to the quality of the relationship that exists between the incumbent and 
successor and the degree of commitment of the family to the business (Wang, Watkins, 
Harris and Spicer, 2004:62). Succession plans where the incumbent introduced the 
successor to the family business at a young age and the successor started working 
within the business at a young age was initiated by a positive relationship between the 
two (Wang, Watkins, Harris and Spicer, 2004:63).  
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Churchill and Hatten (1987) propose a seventh approach in which they perceive the 
succession planning process to consist of four stages involving the successor and 
incumbent: 
1. The incumbent is the only member involved in the business; 
2. The offspring is brought into the business to participate in training and 
development in the family business; 
3. Both the offspring and owner share leadership of the family business; 
4. The responsibilities of the family business shift from the incumbent to the 
successor and is known as the power transfer stage (Cater III, 2006:36).  
 
Sharma, Chrisman, Pablo and Chua (2001) defines an eighth succession planning 
approach to include any activities that may occur in the process of transferring 
managerial control from one family member of the family business to another family 
member (De Massis, Chua and Chrisman, 2008:184). Stavrou and Swiercz (1998) and 
Stavrou (1999) further emphasises that succession is a process and includes the 
following levels: 
  
Figure 3.7: The Succession Process Adapted 
 
Source: (Stavrou & Swiercz, 1998) and (Stavrou, 1999) 
 
Level 1: 
Pre-Entry Stage 
• At this stage the  
successor(s) has the 
opportunity to develop 
an operational 
understanding of the 
family business from the 
incumbent. 
Level 2:  
Entry Stage 
• This stage focuses on 
the integration of the 
succeeding generation 
into the family business. 
Level 3: 
Promotion Stage 
• At this stag the 
successor(s) is deemed 
suitable to take over the 
leadership of the family 
business and is 
promoted into a 
managerial position in 
the family business.  
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The above stages are supported by varying strategies at each stage due to differing 
business requirements (Wang, Watkins, Harris and Spicer, 2004:60). 
Grote (2003:121) proposes a ninth approach whereby family members are not 
necessarily pressurised into joining the family business (Grote, 2003:121). Hughes 
(1997) illustrates this separation in a strategy adopted by John D. Rockefeller who 
intentionally did not coerce his son into the family business (Grote, 2003:121). He rather 
allowed his son to pursue his own philanthropic dreams. According to Hughes (1997), 
the son pursued philanthropic activities but more specifically instituted a family wealth 
management organisation (Grote, 2003:121). The founders of Danbury Stores 
implemented a similar approach where the parents provided support to the siblings by 
giving them the opportunity to be successful without compelling the siblings to be 
successors to the business (Leonard, 1988:25). Leonard (1988:25) suggests that 
business should be fun and reflect an environment where the siblings develop in their 
leadership capacity resulting in the success of individual family members and protection 
of the family business.    
Both Girard (1977) and Langsberg (1999) suggest mentoring as a final profitable 
succession approach (Grote, 2003:121). Girard (1977) suggests that mentoring should 
be consistent and systematic and may assist in dealing with issues such as conflict 
between founding parents and siblings (Grote, 2003:121). Langsberg (1999) suggests 
that effective mentorship results when there is a committed relationship between the 
mentor and the protégé (Grote, 2003:122). Langsberg (1999) suggests two possible 
profiles of mentors that may add value to the success of this approach. These profiles 
include: 
 Non-family mentors who mentor young successors. Boyd, Upton and Wircenski 
(1999) supports Langsberg‟s perspective recommending the use of non-family 
mentorship; 
 Family members who are older mentors who are not threatened by the success 
of the succeeding generation (Grote, 2003:122).  
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3.6 Conclusion 
An extensive literature review provided the foundation for a discussion relating to 
various dimensions to succession planning in the context of family businesses.  
The chapter embarked on providing a holistic definitive understanding of succession 
planning based on numerous literary perspectives. Succession planning is a 
generational transition process. The understanding is that succession planning 
considers various aspects of the family business including ownership, management and 
stakeholder relationships between the first and succeeding generations of family 
business. This writing is contextualised to first and second generation family 
businesses.  
The distinct differences between the first and second generation were identified. The 
writing provides an understanding to differences between both generations on various 
elements of a family business. These elements contribute significantly to the succession 
planning process. The discussion then progresses to consider key theoretical 
paradigms that serve as a foundation to research conducted in the field of family 
business and succession planning. The writing considers the Game Theory and Double 
Bind Theory. Factors influencing succession provides an appreciation for the multi-
dimensional stimuli of the process. A number of perspectives provide a holistic 
understanding. The specific factors are categorised in alignment to the various 
organisational dimensions of a family business. 
As a final point, an examination on various succession planning approaches concluded 
the chapter the literature review of this chapter. The quality and effectiveness of 
succession planning should be guided by a successful approach. The numerous 
approaches suggest that there is no one approach that is perfect. Hence, each family 
business may need to consider a merged approach that best fits the needs of the 
organisation within a succession planning framework. Succession planning has been 
focussed as a field of research in family business. The challenges facing successful 
succession planning process may be reduced by effectively developing an approach 
that exists within the framework of dimensions of a family business discussed herein.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
4.1 Introduction to research methodology and design 
The chapters leading up to this point have provided a theoretical understanding of both 
family business and succession planning. Both chapters two and three conducted an 
extensive literature review of available academic sources and current research in the 
respective topical matters of family business and succession planning. These chapters 
have therefore promoted the approach adopted in conducting this research. 
The intention of this chapter is to provide a discussion on the research methodology and 
design. The selected approach for this study is a qualitative case study. The chapter 
aims to provide a dialogue discussing the primary and secondary objectives of the 
research conducted. It is then followed by detailing the research methodology and 
design contextualised to the case study approach selected for this study. The writing 
progresses to discuss the data collection methods and concludes with an understanding 
of the data analysis and interpretation approach. 
According to Leedy (1997:9) research primarily has two distinct purposes: 
1. “To control and dictate the acquisition of data; and 
2. To corral the data after acquisition and extract meaningfulness from them” (Leedy, 
1997: 9).  
Clarke (2005:4) suggests that research aims to: 
 “Explore an idea; 
 Probe an issue, 
 Solve a problem, 
 Make an argument that compels us to turn to outside help” (Clarke, 2005:4). 
The research paradigm adopted is qualitative due to its crosscutting adeptness to 
numerous fields of study and has the capacity to deal with the complexity and 
integration of family business and succession planning concepts (Denzin and Lincoln, 
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2000:2). The study further focuses the qualitative paradigm towards a case study 
research design. 
The research design and methodology adopted for this study will aim to use the 
meaningful information obtained from data sourced in the research process to assist in 
the exploratory understanding of approaches to succession planning adopted by second 
generation family businesses. This process will also assist the research study in 
developing solutions challenging family business sustainability during the transition 
process from the founding generation to the second generation.  
 
 
4.2 Research objectives 
This study is motivated by a commercial and academic objective. The commercial 
objective is to provide findings that may assist in the improvement of the success rate of 
family businesses that progress from first generation to second generation. The 
academic objective is to conduct research to augment the field of family business 
succession planning both domestically, in South Africa, and globally.  
 
4.2.1 Primary research objective 
 
An examination of succession planning approaches in Family Owned Businesses: A 
case study of two businesses in East London, South Africa. 
 
4.2.2  Secondary research objectives 
The primary research objective will be achieved by responding to the following 
secondary research objectives. 
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 What is the definition of a family business? 
 What is the definition of succession planning? 
 What are the elements of theoretical succession planning approaches? 
 What are the elements of „real-life‟ theoretical planning approaches in identified 
family business case studies? 
 
4.3 Research methodology 
4.3.1 Qualitative approach 
Qualitative research involves a process of inquiry with the aim of understanding a 
human or social problem in which a holistic perspective is developed using a narrative 
format to determine the views of the subjects under review within those subjects‟ natural 
environment Leedy‟s (1997:105). 
Clarke (2005:9) suggests that the qualitative approach has been promoted by the works 
of Dithey, Kant, Wittgenstein, Foucault, Miles and Huberman in the theoretical 
paradigms of constructivism, naturalism, interpretive, post positivism and 
postmodernism. Qualitative research is associated with traditional paradigms such as 
foundationalism, positivism, and post-foundationalism, post-positivism, post-
structuralism and others aligned to cultural and interpretive fields (Denzin and Lincoln, 
1997:2). Denzin and Lincoln (1997:2) suggest that qualitative research has established 
itself as a methodology amongst numerous other methodologies. Denzin and Lincoln 
(1997:6) propose that qualitative research does not have its own individual theoretical 
paradigm but rather exists as a part of a multiple theoretical paradigm.   
There are specific approaches that fall within the ambit of qualitative research that 
include case studies, politics and ethics, participatory inquiries, interviewing, participant 
observation, visual methods, interpretive analysis (Denzin and Lincoln, 1997:2). A multi-
dimensional approach to this study will include the application of historical, evaluative 
and ethnogenic research (Clarke, 2005:37). Walliman (2001) in Clarke (2005:33) 
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discusses the following unique attributes of this multidimensional approach that are 
applicable to this study and are discussed below: 
The historical nature of the study will consider the historical activities taken by the family 
businesses relating to the succession planning approaches adopted. This will involve 
understanding what activities did take place, who were the various stakeholders 
involved, when did these activities occur and how were the various stakeholders 
involved (Clarke, 2005:37). The evaluative aspect of this study will aim to understand 
the complexity of physical, psychological, social and cultural complexities of the 
succession planning approaches adopted (Clarke, 2005:42). This study will be limited to 
developing an understanding of succession planning from an evaluative dimension, but 
will not extend to towards an action-oriented output. The final ethnogenic dimension will 
aim to understand the intrinsic theories of family businesses that have, and are in the 
process of transitioning into a second generation business (Clarke, 2005:46).   
According to Denzin and Lincoln (1997:3), qualitative research pursues an interpretive 
understanding by conducting studies in its natural settings. It is for this reason that the 
study will aim to interpret succession planning approaches within the context of a family 
business by adopting a case study approach. The following key characteristics are 
unique to qualitative research: 
 The purpose of the research is to: 
o Describe, explain, explore, interpret, build theory; 
 Process-oriented 
 The nature of the research process: 
o Is holistic 
o Consists of unknown variables 
o Has flexible guidelines 
o Consists of an emerging design 
o Is context-bound 
o Is viewed and understood from a personal perspective 
 Methods of data collection: 
o Are informative 
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o Consists of a small sample 
o Utilises observations 
o Consists of interviews 
 The form of reasoning used is inductive analysis 
 Findings are communicated  by: 
o Words 
o Narratives 
o Individual quotes 
o Personal voice  
o Literary style (Leedy‟s, 1997:106) 
 
4.3.2 Case study design 
According to Gall, Borg and Gall (1996), case studies are the preferred qualitative 
research design due to its ability to highlight a phenomenon of interest to the study 
(Leedy, 1997:157). 
Johansson (2003:6) suggests that historically, case studies were first used in the 1900‟s 
within the faculty of anthropology, and then progressed to the field of logical positivism 
within the field of science in the Second World War. The next phase of case studies was 
founded in Grounded Theory where it graduated into the field of eclecticism and 
pragmatism (Johansson, 2003:7). Michael Quinn Patton (1990) promotes the 
methodological appropriateness versus methodological orthodoxy (Johansson, 2003:7).  
Eisenhardt (1989:534) states that a case study is a strategy specifically focused on the 
dynamics within a single setting. According to Collins Essential Dictionary (2006), a 
case study is defined as an analysis of either an individual or group inferring 
generalisations of a group or greater society (Davies and Beaumont, 2007:1). The 
American Heritage Dictionary of the English Dictionary (2008) defines a case study as a 
detailed study of an organisation or section of an organisation that emphasises factors 
that lead to its success or failure (Davies and Beaumont, 2007:1). Case studies reflect a 
unique characteristic in that it allows for the analysis of real-world challenges based on 
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experiential or observable attributes (Davies and Beaumont, 2007:1). Case studies 
generally consist of a myriad of data collection methods such as archives, interviews, 
questionnaires, and observations (Eisenhardt, 1989:534). 
Davies and Beaumont (2007:2) outline key strengths and weaknesses to the case study 
approach that have an influence on a methodology of this nature: 
 
Table 4.1: Strengths and Weaknesses of the Case Study Method Adapted 
WEAKNESSES STRENGTHS 
Case studies tend to rely on the 
analysis of small data sets leading to 
generalisation of trends of an industry. 
Provides a detailed and holistic 
understanding of the targeted sample 
population. 
Data is sourced from a „real-life‟ context 
of a company; however data is sourced 
from a small sample population limiting 
the use of conventional empirical 
techniques. 
A number of different measuring 
techniques can be used. According to Yin 
(1984) this embedded design allows for 
multiple level of analysis with an individual 
study (Eisenhardt, 1989:534).  
 Data can be collected over time. 
 Data is contextual and is not limited to 
purely empirical data. 
Source: (Davies & Beaumont, 2007) 
 
In understanding the attributes of case studies, this study ensured that the selection of 
case studies will are: 
 Functioning and complex units; 
 Investigated within its natural environment and utilise a number of 
methods of research; and 
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 Be contemporary (Johansson, 2003:2). 
The case study approach adopted included the following steps as per Davies and 
Beaumont (2007:2): 
1. Establish the broad case to investigate 
2. Establish the research question 
3. Select the precise case (s) to be used 
4. Determine data gathering and analysis techniques 
5. Prepare to collect data 
6. Collect the data 
7. Analyse the data 
8. Prepare the report. 
 
4.4 Research design 
4.4.1 Data reliability, validity and generalisability 
According to Joppe (2000) in Golafshani (2003:598), reliability is determined by the 
consistency over time and the accuracy of representation of the population studied. 
Joppe (2000) suggests that the research instrument used in the research approach 
should be able to reproduce the results if the research approach is replicated 
(Golafshani, 2003:598).  
In Joppe‟s (2000) understanding, validity is determined by the accurate ability of the 
study to be able to measure what the study intended to measure (Golafshani, 
2003:599). Golafshani (2003:603) proposes that generalisability of the resulting 
outcome of a study is positively correlated to the quality of a study, which in turn is 
positively correlated to the validity of the study. Hence, the ability to generalise the 
findings of a study to a wider group or situation is improved by the degree of quality of a 
research study, and specifically, to the type of test used (Patton, 2001), in relation to the 
type of case study.   
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This study aimed to use Healy and Perry‟s (2000) realism paradigm to judge the validity 
and reliability of the study (Golafshani, 2003:603). According to Healy and Perry (2000), 
the realism paradigm relies on the multiple perspectives of a single reality (Golafshani, 
2003:603). This particular study will rely on the multiple perspectives of the incumbent 
and the succeeding offspring of the incumbent of two family businesses.  
Although the above understandings are important, qualitative research is primarily 
reliant upon evaluating the findings of the study based on the elements of, “precision 
(Winter, 2000), credibility and transferability (Hoepf, 1997)” (Golafshani, 2003:600).  
 
4.4.2  Data instruments 
The interview process will be facilitated by the researcher being supported by a 
questionnaire as the research instrument (Appendix A). The dual medium of interviews 
and questionnaires will assist in gathering in-depth perspectives and an understanding 
of attitudes, goals or priorities of those being interviewed (O' Leary Shuler, 2009:1).  
The intention of the questionnaire is to assist the researcher in maintaining a focus on 
the key objectives of the research (Hays, 2004:226). Although the aim of the 
questionnaire aims to maintain a certain degree of focus, it is pertinent to note that the 
questions may evolve during the interview process within the parameters of the study 
(Hays, 2004:227). The questionnaire has been developed by the researcher and has 
been tested by the research supervisor.   
According to Yin (1994), interviews serve as an essential source of data for the case 
study and have the potential to introduce the researcher to historical data and other 
relevant information sources (Hays, 2004:229). The interviews will be open-ended and 
focused to the respondents:  
 The first-generation incumbent or family business founder; 
 The successor who is an off-spring of the incumbent.  
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This dual medium will benefit from the strengths outlined below and aim to mitigate it 
challenges as far as possible: 
Table 4.2: Guide to Data Collection Methods Adapted 
 STRENGTHS CHALLENGES 
Questionnaires 
 Improved honesty in 
responses; 
 Less influence of social 
desirability; 
 More respondents can 
participate in study; 
 Relatively efficient data 
collection; 
 Relatively easy aggregation 
of data. 
 
 Challenging to develop a 
sufficiently sound and 
reliable instrument; 
 Unclear and inconcise 
questions may lead to 
difficulty in interpretation; 
 Issues with the value of the 
primacy of the data.  
Interviews 
 Allows for the obtaining of 
real examples and stories; 
 Exploration and identification 
of potentially unanticipated 
issues; 
 Insight into the respondents‟ 
pattern of thinking; 
 Opportunity to address 
sensitive topics. 
 Can be time-consuming and 
costly; 
 Aggregation of data can be 
time-consuming and 
difficult; 
 Issues with social 
desirability; 
 Generalisability of results 
are limited; 
 Issues with recency effect. 
Source: (O' Leary Shuler, 2009) 
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4.4.3 Data collection, analysis and interpretation 
The data collection process, in the context of a case-study approach, will be in the form 
of interviews supported by an open-ended questionnaire. These interviews will be 
conducted using the medium of fieldwork as it will enable the researcher to 
contextualise the findings to the environment of the family business respondents 
(Leedy, 1997:158). Part of the research process will include data analysis during the 
collection process (Leedy, 1997:158).  
Gall et al. (1996) in Leedy (1997:158) indicates that there are three methods that may 
be used in case study analysis: 
 Interpretational: A process whereby the data is analysed with the intention of 
identifying constructs, themes and patterns that may guide in the describing and 
explanation of the field of study; 
 Structural: An analysis of data whereby patterns are identified in discourses, 
text, events and phenomena specific to the case being studied. This method 
aims to limit inferences made from identified patterns; 
 Reflective: Primarily relies on intuition and judgement to evaluate and interpret 
the matter of study. 
The above approaches may be considered unique to specific case study data analysis 
and interpretation. This study will adopt the interpretational methodology to conduct its 
data analysis and interpretations. The data sourced through the research process will 
be analysed for constructs, themes, patterns and trends relating to succession planning 
approaches in second generation family businesses.  
 
4.5 Conclusion 
The research methodology and design discussed in this chapter serves as the most 
applicable approach considering the nature of this study. The approach ultimately 
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pursues reliability, validity and generalizability to produce objective findings that may 
potentially enhance and improve the faculty of succession planning in family 
businesses, both commercially and academically. The research is limited to the 
domestic geographic limitation of East London, South Africa. However, the findings may 
benefit this field globally.  
The qualitative case study research approach will pursue the primary objective of 
examining succession planning approaches used by family businesses, by pursuing the 
secondary objectives of the research approach.  The preferred qualitative approach will 
aim to develop an interpretive and holistic understanding of the succession planning 
approaches used by family businesses within the context of it natural setting. The study 
will aim to further enhance this understanding by adopting a case study design to 
emphasise a real-world understanding of the objective of the study.  
The study will utilise an open-ended questionnaire to support an interpretational 
interview process targeting an understanding of the attitudes, goals and priorities of 
succession planning of the family business incumbent and the incumbents‟ second 
generation successor. 
The quantitative case study research methodology adopted will direct this writing 
towards a more comprehensive understanding of succession planning approached 
adopted family businesses in East London, South Africa with the intention of 
contributing to an improved commercial and academic paradigm. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
5.1 Introduction to data findings and interpretation of findings 
The previous chapters focussed on literature reviews of family businesses and 
succession planning. The aim was to understand the paradigms, theories and current 
research contributing to this faculty of study. The immediate previous chapter focussed 
its discussion on the research methodology and design adopted for the purposes of this 
research study. The primary intention of this chapter is to conduct an analysis of the 
data gathered from interviews conducted with the incumbent founding member and 
succeeding offspring of the incumbent of two family businesses – Family Business A 
and Family Business B.  
The analysis and findings will be divided into the following three major sections in 
alignment to the structured questionnaire used in the interview process (Annexure A): 
 Respondent Profile 
 Family Business  
o Family Business Profile 
o Family Business Management 
o Family Business Relationships 
o Family Business Risk and Opportunity 
 Succession Planning 
o Succession Training and Development 
o Succession Approach 
The writing will discuss the above major sections in each family business by reflecting 
on the perceptions of the first generation family business owner (father) and the 
succeeding second generation family member (son) who is an offspring of the 
incumbent founder. 
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5.2       Findings of Family Business A: Interview with Incumbent Founder of  
       Family Business 
5.2.1 Respondent profile 
The father refers to himself and his job title as a member of the Close Corporation. The 
Close Corporation is the legal entity under which the family business is registered.   
 
5.2.2 Family business 
5.2.2.1 Family business profile 
There is lack of clarity as to when the business was registered as a Close Corporation. 
The year of establishment is assumed to be either in the year 2004 or 2005. The 
business provides a professional structural engineering service to the construction 
sector. The business‟ services include the designing of concrete, steel timber and low-
bearing brickwork buildings. These designs could include shopping centres and 
factories, and most other buildings.  
The family business consisted of two businesses, one being the structural engineering 
business and the other being a water-proofing systems business.  The water-proofing 
systems business was established and operated in Cape Town, South Africa. Both the 
father and son were members of both businesses. The structural engineering business 
was managed by the father and the water-proofing business was managed by the son. 
However, the water-proofing business in Cape Town was perceived to have been 
unsuccessful and resulted in the son returning to work in the structural engineering 
business in East London, South Africa. It was at this stage he believed that the business 
could be formally defined as a family business due to both the father and son working in 
the business.  
The culture of the business focuses on a niche market and has developed a good 
reputation in the industry. The family business does not compete with the bigger firms in 
the industry.  
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He defined a family business as a business which has members of the family who work 
for the business. An additional characteristic of the family business is that a family 
business supplies a living for the family. Due to the father and son working in the same 
business, there has been significant amount time being spent with each other within the 
context of the business. This is a unique attribute that has resulted from a reduced 
number of employees in the business. 
 
5.2.2.2 Family business management 
The father indicated there has been no change to the leadership or ownership of the 
structural engineering business since its inception. The ownership of the business is 
shared between himself and the son with the ownership share of the fathers being 60% 
and the son being 40%.  
He indicated that he occupies the most senior level of management in the business, 
past his retirement age. This role has not changed since the establishment of the 
business and is mainly attributed to the professional qualification of structural 
engineering being held by him. It has been difficult for him to hand over the business to 
his son due to the fact that the son does not also have a professional structural 
engineering qualification.  
He indicated that, due to his technical certification, he has to take the full responsibility 
of whatever happens in the business. Historically, there was a limited need for strong 
leadership due to the business being small. Management of debtors has been a matter 
that has been one of the greatest weaknesses and challenges to the business. He 
indicated that he has been too busy to actively resolve the issue of the business‟ 
debtors.  
He holds the responsibility of governance in the family business. The son does manage 
the business from a financial perspective. There is a process of consultation that occurs 
between the father and son, however, the father does hold the ultimate governance 
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responsibility of the business. This role is embedded in the fact that the father is the 
only one qualified professionally to assume this responsibility.  
The strategic intent of the business has been influenced by the economic downturn. 
According to him, the business did experience a profitable season that allowed for a 
less cautious approach to business, however, times have become more difficult. 
Decision-making and financial business management has needed to adopt a more 
conservative and risk-averse approach to business strategy. 
The success of the family business is ascribed to hard work and the closeness of the 
relationship between himself and his son. There are advantages to the time spent 
between the two of them, and this advantage is further extended to the families 
spending time together.  
The future of the business is dependant upon the role the son wishes to assume in the 
future. Due to the fathers age he does not intend to remain in active management of the 
business. He does not have the option of allowing the business to come to a natural end 
due to the financial dependency that both the father and his two sons have on the 
business. The business contributes significantly to this sons‟ income. The father 
understands that the closure of the business may have traumatic consequences to the 
family as a whole. However, the he cannot continue to postpone the process of 
succession of the business. This has therefore limited the ability for him to own a vision 
for the business. He hopes that, assuming the son chooses to remain in the business, 
the son will be afforded the opportunity to continue in employ of the business in the 
future if there is a change of ownership from the father to an external party. The son 
may choose to leave the business. In this case the father is willing to potentially shut 
down the business. He is challenged significantly by the fact that, at this stage, there 
are limited options to handing over the family business to a family member. 
The entire family commit to a Christian-based value system. The family business goals 
and objectives does supersede the goals and objectives of the family.  
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5.2.2.3 Family business relationships 
The father found it difficult to answer this question. The father and son tend to maintain 
a good relationship. The nature of the relationship is perceived to be a unique one to the 
family business.  
According to the father, there has been an increased level of maturity of the son. The 
son, in his earlier days, struggled to understand his role in relation to the business due 
to thinking that he knows more than he really does.  
The son, not involved in the family business, enjoys the fact that he can be supported 
financially by the business. He is envious of the nature of the relationship that exists 
between the his father and the son working in the family business. Due to this son living 
in Cape Town, South Africa, he has less time to spend with the family. This is evident 
when the family spends time together annually. The son tends to emphasise the need to 
spend time individually with the father during this time. The father tends to perceive this 
son‟ challenges are self-inflicted due to the nature of his choice of career. This son is 
involved in a missionary organisation called YWAM. He finds it difficult financially, 
especially after having recently adopted two children. He is concerned about the family 
business closing as this will negatively impact him financially. The father understands 
this to be a unique situation to this family business. 
The father responded to stakeholder relationships emphasising employee relationships. 
Other stakeholder relationships were not discussed. Employee relationships created a 
social atmosphere in the working environment when the firm was bigger. He conveyed 
those as good years for the business. However, in the recent times there are fewer 
employees. The one employee seems to be reserved socially while the other added 
great value to social relationships and the business during regular lunches. However, 
social lunches with the son tend to lack business value.   
The family business does not have many conflicts. When these conflicts do arise, they 
are generally resolved by talking it through and arriving at a resolution. 
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He indicated that he may be autocratic in certain regards to decision-making in the 
business. This is due to him needing to maintain a professional responsibility. There are 
situations whereby decisions are talked through and discussed within the business.  
 
5.2.2.4 Family business risk and opportunity 
The family business risk is understood to be similar to that of most businesses. 
Bankruptcy is perceived to be a risk that most businesses face. However, the most 
significant risk posed to the business is being forced to close down due to having 
insufficient work to keep the business going. This is significantly dependant on 
circumstances beyond the business‟ control such as the fluctuations in the economy.  
There is an opportunity at this moment to acquire a significant injection of revenue from 
the business‟s service offerings. The business is in line to win a significant structural 
engineering contract. This will provide the business with sufficient financial leverage to 
source and identify a worthy successor to the business. Assuming the business had to 
be sold; the business could be sold for a higher value.  
He suggests that the business should aim to live within its means as much as possible 
to mitigate its risk. He indicated that if cash flow is strained, it is himself who absorbs the 
impact financially, limiting the impact on his sons who have young families. He 
suggested that he can take the impact due to his life stage and due to him having 
accumulated financial resources for situations of this nature. However, if the situation 
does get serious, the son may also have to experience some of the pain or difficulty as 
well.  
The family business is limited in its diversification. It would not be possible to extend into 
other lines of business, and opportunities are fairly limited due to the specialised nature 
of the company.  
He perceives himself to have a fair balance between being risk-averse and risk-
preferred. There is an excitement of venturing into new opportunities. Due to his age, he 
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has to maintain a degree of conservatism and has been cautious in taking risks. In his 
perspective, the risk must be worth it. 
An additional risk has been the collection of debtors in the family business. This has 
been attributed to the current business climate. However, this is not necessarily the only 
factor contributing to the challenge of debtors as professional businesses that are 
successful also tend not to pay. He has an expectancy that professional business, who 
is debtors of the business, should have a different attitude towards paying what is owed. 
This is an attitude that is not necessarily limited to South Africa, but is also a worldwide 
phenomenon. It is challenging to find a solution to dealing with this challenge. The 
nature of the business is different from business that collects on a „cash-on-delivery‟ 
basis.   
He indicates that the son is a risk taker. The son will take a risk assuming that there is 
someone else who pays for the venture. This is due to the son not having the financial 
backing to invest into a potential risk venture. 
 
5.2.3 Succession planning 
5.2.3.1 Succession training and development 
The father expected to have retired five years ago. The degree of time spent away from 
his wife and the home has been difficult. Had this been done, the children would have 
been penalised financially. The parents and the children have different aims as to where 
they would like to go in the future. The son, not involved in the family business, would 
ideally prefer the business to continue as long as possible. The son currently working in 
the family business would like the business to continue until a solution is found for the 
future of the business or another opportunity has been identified.  
There is limited conversation about the family business on a social basis within the 
family. It is interesting that other business‟s in which the family has been involved has 
been spoken about a great deal more socially within the family.  
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Unfortunately, the business cannot be handed over to the son. The father may need to 
make a difficult decision on either handing over the business or selling business. The 
difficulty would be attributed to the fact that the father has enjoyed building and working 
in the business. Further to this, the business is safeguarding the future of the children, 
specifically the son that is working in the business currently. The business has a strong 
client reputation. The person who may take over the business should have the same 
level of relationship with the clients as the one that does exist currently. It is difficult to 
identify the person who will take over the business. The decision to sell poses a unique 
challenge in that there aren‟t many consulting firms of a similar nature offered for sale in 
South Africa. There are take-overs that do happen, but as to how this happens is still 
unknown. He does not intend to find another business to assist him in selling the 
business as this is perceived to not make financial sense. The father finds this to be an 
odd situation facing the business.  
He acquired a National Diploma in Civil Engineering in the United Kingdom. This was 
followed by earning a qualification in Structural Engineering which was acquired from 
the Institution for Structural Engineers. The only way to obtain this qualification is to 
complete an exam which includes two and a half months‟ worth of work and an eight 
hour examination, irrespective of your other qualifications. It is a difficult qualification to 
acquire.  
He did require his sons to acquire a tertiary education. He insisted on the son, who is 
not working in the business, completing a Bachelor of Commerce degree at Rhodes 
University. He understood this to provide a career path for the son based on a degree 
with a wide application.  He could not see how the son could support himself and his 
family as a Christian missionary and depend on the financial support of donors. In 
hindsight, he did indicate that it would have been better to advise the son to study a 
degree in theology. The son working in the business did not acquire a university pass. 
He indicated that people should be capable of acquiring a university degree or a skill 
that will be of value in the long term. This was his proposed intention with both sons. 
He has coached and mentored the son currently working in the business to understand 
the nature of the business. He would like to try and take the son a step further in the 
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understanding of the business however the availability of time is a challenge. He has 
learned a number of technology skills and is in the process of transferring these skills to 
the son. The son attended a technical design course in Johannesburg to improve his 
specialised understanding of the business. He has also completed other technology-
related structural engineering courses that have led to an improved draughting 
competency as well. The technical aspects of the business are being transferred 
between the father and son while being on-site during construction projects.  
 
5.2.3.2. Succession approach 
The succession process was initiated by both the son and father as they were both 
aware that succession had to happen sooner or later. The son needed to make a 
decision regarding his future direction within or outside the industry sector; however 
there is limited time for the son to gain the adequate education to succeed the father. 
This is a conundrum facing both father and son alike. The current situation can‟t 
continue long into the future.  
There was a previous employee of the business who was being considered in the 
succession planning process. This employee moved to another company. Further to 
this, his industry network was limited. The employee also lacked relevant technical 
capacity and lacked the ability to bring in work for the business. The intention to bring 
him into the business by giving him shares in the business was not a viable route. This 
employee was an affirmative action candidate. Non-white graduates tend to be offered 
large salaries in the industry.   
The son currently in the business is concerned as to who will take over the family 
business. Currently the son is perceived to exist in a privileged position in the family 
business; however this will be difficult if he continues to stay on in the business if 
someone were to take it over. This is particularly challenging if he cannot relate to a 
potentially new owner. This may be more difficult than the son acquiring job as an 
employee in another company. There has never been conflict amongst the family 
members with regards to this process.  
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There was no intention for the children to take over the business due to the fact that 
they were not qualified. This would be an option if the son in the business could have 
looked at obtaining a professional structural engineering qualification. However, this 
may be too late. It would have been better if he‟d qualified in Building Management or 
something similar due to his academic abilities. The options of Project Management and 
Building Management were an option looked at by the son; however there were limited 
correspondence courses within South African educational institutions. There were other 
institutions; however the waiting list for these courses extended to eighteen months in 
some cases.  
The key success factors identified are not only limited to technical ability, but also client 
relationships. It would have been preferable to have had a younger partner, irrespective 
as to whether this person was a family member or not.  
The son is clear on the expectations, roles and responsibilities of the succession 
process and the need for decision making regarding the future of the family business.  
 
5.3 Findings of Family Business A: Interview with Potential Incumbent’s       
Offspring Successor 
5.3.1 Respondent profile 
The son working in the family business is a thirty five year old family man. He does not 
have a formal job title but fulfils the role of a structural draughtsman while also dealing 
with the administrative aspects of the family business.  
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5.3.2 Family business 
5.3.2.1 Family business profile 
The business trades in a different name from that in which it is registered and includes 
the name of the father primarily in its trading name. It is unclear as to the year in which 
the business was established which was either in 2005 or 2006. 
The father and son purchased a business in Cape Town which was the first investment 
of the family business. Concurrently, the father was in the process of retiring from his 
partnership at a firm where he served as an employee. The father wanted to continue 
working, and hence the structural engineering business of the family business was 
founded. The business in Cape Town, which was run by the son, was sold and the 
family business consolidated into its current structure. 
The business is defined as being in the service industry. The business is involved in 
doing structural designs, reinforced concrete, structural steel, portal frames such as 
concrete beams and columns, foundations and storm-water management plans. These 
services involve the building industry, residential houses, commercial properties, and 
industrial. The business is involved in all aspects from the foundations to the roof of a 
building, designing, support to the builder and the client, and monitoring of work being 
completed to ensure correctness.  
The defined understanding of a family business refers to a business in which more than 
one member of the family works towards the benefit of the company, and in turn for the 
benefit of the family. This may not necessarily include working in the same office or 
sphere of work. Generally, a family business benefits the family, grows the family and 
supports the family. The business is a family business due to the fact that both the 
father and son function in the business. Further, the business directly contributes 
financially to the entire family which includes the parents, and the families of the two 
sons. The business also contributes to certain charities. Decision-making is done only 
by the father and son and hence contributes to it being a family business. 
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5.3.2.2 Family business management 
Originally, upon consolidation of the family business, 90% of the auspices of the 
company were under the father. The ownership of the family business is a 60/40 split, 
where the father owns 60% and the son owns 40% of the family business. The father 
has a far better understanding of the activities on site, dealing with the clients, general 
administration and financial administration. The son‟s role has evolved considerably 
since first coming into the business. He indicated that he „ghosted‟ his father. This was 
likened to the process of an apprenticeship. This process included attending site visits, 
learning and developing both a practical and theoretical understanding of the business. 
Hence, the son took on a more responsible role technically on site over time as 
experience was gained. He has arrived at a point where he can perform design work 
with little assistance. The father does check the work before it‟s issued officially as a 
professional practice. The son was involved in paying of accounts, debtor and credit 
control-specific tasks while the father deals with the invoicing to clients and deals 
primarily with the debtors. This has also been a process of learning as the company 
progressed. The son now contributes to the formulation of plans to market the business, 
improve productivity and improve as a company. His role has moved from an employee 
learning curve to having more control of certain facets of the company. 
The business currently operates under the name of the father who bears the 
professional responsibility of the work completed by the business as well as the 
reputational risk. However, if the business does experience a negative consequence, it 
does affect the son directly, and more significantly the father‟s name.   
The father has been the senior leader of the family business since its inception to date. 
The spouses of both the father and son do not participate in the business. His role in the 
business has gradually grown as his understanding of the business has grown. This is a 
result of him engaging with his father in trying to understand the details of the business. 
This growth has happened over a period of approximately four and half years.  
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A successful family business can be attributed to proper and clear communication.. In 
the workplace both father and son are considered equals and relate to each other in this 
way.  Both father and son have proactively tried to eliminate frustration and 
miscommunication in decision-making to increase clarity and improve objectivity. 
The vision for the family business is limited by the fact that the son is not 100% qualified 
and hence may make it difficult to take over the business in this particular field. The 
father intends retiring soon. It may not be possible to acquire a qualification within the 
time frame. The father and son have spoken about bringing in an outside partner which 
will result in the company changing from a family business to a non-family company. 
This change may bring an added value of fresh ideas and how other markets work. The 
intention is for the company to grow. There is a vision to see a better flow of work 
through the business, but not necessarily a busier office. The hope is that the business 
focusses on niche focus areas generating higher profit margins such as hotels and 
shopping centres. 
The value systems overlap between the family and the family business. There is a 
strong work ethic to provide clients with the best service possible. As a family, loyalty 
truth and integrity work hand-in-glove both at work and at home. The son suggests that 
they cannot behave in a certain way at home, and differently at work. The family and the 
business are supporting and honest, and this is evident in the business‟s ability to 
provide the client with what the client is looking for.  
The family‟s objectives tend to be similar to that of the business. This may be attributed 
to the business providing financial stability to the family. The increased success of the 
family business provides an increased financial security for the family. The business 
finds it necessary to have a fair balance between home and work life. The family‟s 
financial dependency upon the business does, in turn, require the family to by remaining 
productive in the business. Family members may, at times, need to make the necessary 
sacrifice to ensure the success of the business.  
The role of governance is ultimately the responsibility of the father who is the senior 
partner. Issues within the company are addressed between the father and son by sitting 
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together and communicating as business partners. Viewpoints are put forward and most 
often results in similar perspectives; however the final decision does rest with the father. 
Major changes influencing the direction in which the company should head is often 
made by the father.  
The culture of the business is laidback and is similar to that of the city of East London. 
Work gets done when it needs to be done. There is a give-and-take culture to the 
business. As business owners, both the father and son adopt the approach of being the 
first people in in the morning and the last to leave at the end of the day as an example 
to the rest of the staff. Overtime is not necessarily paid; however excessive overtime to 
meet deadlines is recoverable. Reasonableness is applied to employee requests 
supported by formal leave policies. There is a reasonably good balance between work 
and play. 
The business lacks a clearly defined succession strategy. An unclear succession 
strategy is attributed to the father preference to retire. Currently, the business focuses 
on the work on hand due working to deadlines as a norm in the business. The goal is to 
get the work done, be it with drawings or site hand-overs. The business aims to meet 
keep long term clients happy by meeting their expectations so that they continue to use 
the business‟ services in the future. Ultimately, it‟s about providing people with a good 
service. 
The father and son have been discussing the flow of information between the beginning 
of a project and the end of a project as a significant change that maybe necessary to 
the family business. This includes the need to follow the job from its inception to its 
handover to the client. Due to the number of projects running concurrently, the effective 
management of information flow is necessary. As a company the design and site work 
is respectable supported by an excellent service and sufficient amount of employees 
within the business. 
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5.3.2.3 Family business relationships 
The son perceives his relationship with his father to be the most significant. The regular 
working with each has resulted in this relationship being of major value.  Productivity in 
the business is influenced by the health of the relationship between the father and son. 
Disagreements and miscommunication in relationships amongst the family members 
tend to influence the business negatively. His relationship with his mother and his wife is 
also important. If the relationship between the son and his mother is not going well, it 
affects the relationship between the mother and father, and will therefore affect the 
relationship between the son and the father. This applies to his relationship with his wife 
as well. If this relationship is not going well, it affects the wife‟s relationship with the 
father, and ultimately affects the relationship between the father and the son. It is 
necessary to manage relationships amongst all members of the family as there is a 
knock-on effect amongst all family members and the business ultimately.  
The relationship between father and son is pleasant, and this is evident in the fact that 
they‟re working together in the same business. If the son‟s father is in a bad mood, he‟d 
tend to take it out on the son, due to the nature of their relationship. This is often 
reciprocated by the son. When in a bad mood, he tends to be more aggressive with his 
father than he would if it were another employee.   
There is only one other male sibling. This sibling has had to adjust to the relationship 
between the son and the father due to them both working in the business and as a 
result spending so much time together. Due to the brother living in Cape Town, he does 
not spend much time with the father as he‟d like to. Financially, the son working in the 
business tends to benefit more. The company contributes to the brothers‟ career as a 
missionary. It took the son, who is working in the business, a while to come to terms 
with contributing towards his brother‟s income. He struggled to accept the fact that his 
brother was benefitting from the family business while not contributing, in any form, to 
the business. This has resulted in a conflict situation and a distancing between the 
brothers for a time in the past year. This was resolved over time and a mature 
relationship has resulted. The siblings have more clarity on their roles and their 
positions in relation to the family and the family business. 
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The relationships between the business and its stakeholders have matured over time 
due to the son leading in managing these relationships. This is attributed to positive 
reputation of the family business making payments timeously. On-site, relationships with 
builders were non-existent initially, due to the father playing the lead role. This 
relationship has grown over time as more responsibility was handed over to the son. 
Builders have shifted from communicating directly with the father to communicating with 
the son due to an increased confidence in his technical capacity. It‟s perceived that 
stakeholders to the business have an understanding that the son will take over the 
family business once the father retires. Employees tend to relate to the son as a fellow 
co-worker, whereas work-related issues are directed to the father as an employer. 
Growing up in the family was normal. The family values needed to be upheld. Discipline 
was existent in the home.  Conflict is addressed in the family business in the same 
manner in which it is addressed within the home. Conflict situations tend to start off 
loudly and explosively to emphasise one‟s point and then transitions to a calmer rational 
manner with more logic. Apologies are made between the relevant parties to reach a 
calmer state. Conflict between employees and employers are guided by formal 
processes. 
Most decisions are dealt with by sitting down together and talking as father and son. 
Major decision-making includes the wives of the father and son due to its impact on the 
family. The father will make the ultimate decision upon finalisation of talking through the 
matter. 
 
5.3.2.4 Family business risk and opportunity 
The biggest risk facing the business currently is if something untoward happening to the 
father. If something debilitating were to happen to father‟s health, the business may 
need to be sold to another engineer assuming that the son has not obtain his 
qualification. Alternatively, the part-time services of an engineer or retired engineer may 
be employed while the son continues to fulfil the administrative functions and limited 
technical responsibilities of the business. An additional alternative might be to employ a 
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full-time engineer to occupy the role that the son will not be able to fulfil. Further to this, 
the company has taken out a key-man insurance policy to further mitigate the risk of this 
serious issue. If the father had to die, another engineer could be found as a technical 
replacement to the business. The son indicates that he is paying a larger premium in 
comparison to  his father, due to the fact that his father is older with a higher risk profile 
while he is younger with a lower risk profile. Additionally, investment accounts have 
been opened for the business as a future financial security option 
Due to the business having a niche focus, it is difficult to identify growth or expansion 
opportunities. An opportunity may be to partner with a civil engineering firm as most 
firms focus on either civil engineering or structural engineering, but not necessarily both. 
This will position the company to acquire more work due to the nature of project 
groupings and allocations. This is a tendency familiar to similar professional 
construction disciplines. The son would also like to diversify the business by being  
involved in air handling units as well. The father‟s original company, from which he 
retired, was a civil and structural engineering company. 
There is a perception that in recent times companies are exposed to general risk to due 
to the down-turn in the economy. It is important that companies don‟t over-extend 
themselves financially by growing too fast or by acquiring too many assets. During 
successful economic periods it may be beneficial to make wise decisions in purchasing 
assets.   
To maximise opportunities, it is necessary to meet deadlines and to provide clientele 
with the information they require. Overrunning on deadlines tend to have a knock-on 
effect on a contractor, a client, incurring serious penalties. This has a direct impact on 
the company‟s reputation. The industry tends to attach a negative stigma to companies 
who slander fellow competitors. A negative reputation can get you side-lined in the 
industry.    
Due to being younger, the son is more of a risk-taker than that of the father. The father 
may limit risky decisions, due to his stage of life and to protect his retirement 
investments. The son wants to maximise his future financial security options by being 
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more aggressive. This behaviour is motivated by the nature of the ownership split of 
60% to the father. Consequently, 60% of the retirement investments of the company will 
be due to the father upon his retirement leaving a limited 40% to the son. Due to the 
son‟s family responsibilities, he has adopted a moderately aggressive appetite in 
making business decisions.  
 
5.3.3  Succession planning 
5.3.3.1 Succession training and development 
There has been no reaction from the family with regards to the son being considered for 
potential successor within the family business. The one other sibling has no aspirations 
to work in the family business. It has brought the family closer together. It is a process 
that the family is working towards and is ultimately dependant on the son getting 
qualified.   
The family conversations do generally include family business discussions. The 
spouses tend to be sounding boards for both the father and son regarding matters 
related to the family business. These conversations are managed to ensure that these 
business discussions do not dominate family time.  
There is an understanding that the business is to be handed over to the son, however 
the concern is that the son is professionally unqualified to assume the responsibility of 
this role. A lack of post retirement planning may influence the father‟s freedom to stop 
working. Essentially, the father may not stop working due to him having nothing to do 
once he leaves the business. There are two matters influencing the father‟s departure 
from the business. The first matter relates to a decision being made by the father as to 
when he plans to retire. The second matter relates to the fathers comfort in the 
capabilities of the son to take over the business. 
The potential successor of the family business is in the process of completing a B-Tech 
Degree via a correspondence institution. The nature of correspondence studies brings 
with it, its own challenges. These challenges include finding sufficient time to complete 
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his studies while working. The lack of face-to-face interaction with lecturers leads to 
challenges in completing the necessary assignments and examinations successfully. 
The intention is for the son to pursue an engineering degree in the long term. He has 
completed industry-related courses completed concurrently through Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University and IDC. The industry requires practical experience as well as 
education. The practical aspects of the degree have been covered by the son working in 
the family business. It is necessary to complete a qualification to be registered as a 
professional by the Engineering Council of South Africa. The father did not impose 
tertiary education upon the son. His father did not require the son to complete a tertiary 
qualification. He also spent ten years in the building and engineering industry in the 
fields of quantity surveying, project management, water-proofing and roofing. Prior to 
entering the family business The son has received coaching and mentorship from his 
father with a learning curve being quite steep initially. There was a progressive 
approach to him being up-skilled, graduating him from one degree of competence to the 
next within the context of the industry. Each phase of development received oversight 
from his father in his professional capacity. 
 
5.3.3.2 Succession approach 
The father initiated the succession process. While he ran the business in Cape Town, 
the father launched the structural engineering business in East London. The 
engineering business was more successful financially at the time. The father worked 
excessive hours in building the business while putting his health at risk. The business in 
Cape Town was bought over and incorporated into the engineering business. The 
company grew successfully in East London. 
It is understood that the current succession plan involves the son currently working in 
the business with the intention of him taking over the family business. However, the 
acquiring of a professional qualification is still a required dependency. The time frame 
as to when the business may be handed over comes into question, especially 
considering the declining health of the father. The initial succession plan may not be 
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practical or feasible and may have to be discarded due to the declining health of the 
father. A more flexible approach may need to be adopted and the following options may 
need to be considered: 
 To bring in an outside engineer,  
 Join another practice, or  
 Sell the company to another engineering practice. 
Recently, new work has stretched the business in its design capabilities motivating the 
need for the father and son to engage with other businesses with the intention of joining 
forces and combining businesses actively. There was a potential junior engineer who 
was employed with the intention of bringing him into partnership. However, he took up a 
better career opportunity at a larger engineering practice. 
The son perceives a positive attitude from his father‟s regarding the matter of 
succession. However, the father has expressed some frustration due to the son not 
being able to acquire a technical understanding of certain aspects of the business. The 
father and son must intrinsically support the succession process to ensure its success. 
Over time the son transitioned from not wanting to be involved in the industry to actually 
enjoying the industry. It is also necessary for the father, upon handing over the business 
to the son, to give the son freedom to run the business. Fathers who don‟t let go of the 
running of the company can create frustrations within the business. The son has 
aspirations to be in the business arena and owning his own business.   
During the succession process, the son assumed responsibility of the: 
 Office functions,  
 Maintenance of office automation,  
 Monitoring of construction site work for correctness, and 
 Working with father on the controlling of debtors and job quotations. 
There was no clarity regarding expectations roles and responsibilities of the succession 
process for the son. As the sons abilities improved more responsibility was handed over 
to the son. 
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5.4 Findings of Family Business B: Interview with Incumbent Founder of 
Family Business 
5.4.1 Respondent profile 
The married fifty year old father refers to his role and job title as the Managing Director 
of the family business. The business is registered as a Close Corporation. 
 
5.4.2 Family business 
5.4.2.1 Family business profile 
He established the family business in 1998 with his wife. His wife left the nursing 
profession to start the family business.    
The family business is involved in the replacement of both auto glass and commercial 
glass. Commercial glass is generally used for houses. New glazing glass is sold for new 
buildings. The business also provides aluminium windows and sliding doors. The 
business performs repair and the replacement of glass. The business deals with 
breakages inclusive of showers and door fitting and supply.  
This business is a family business due to it being owned by the family and control is 
assumed by both the father and his wife. The family business also serves as income to 
the family. He is the Managing Director, while his wife is second-in-charge in the 
business. The family business is „his life‟ and hence it requires his focus.  
 
5.4.2.2 Family business management 
He has been at the helm of the business since its establishment. The fluctuations in the 
economy, such as that of the 2009, required his experienced leadership to tide the 
business over this economic period. The business, more than ever before, requires a 
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leader who can finalise and close sales. Ultimately it‟s about ensuring the survival of the 
family business. The ownership structure of the business has also remained the same 
since the establishment of the family business. 
The role of the father has evolved with the change of the business from being operated 
as an independent entity since its inception with a minimal daily turnover to being the 
second best glass franchise business in the Border region. The business has grown in 
spite of the competing opposition with five to six years more experience. Initially, he was 
involved in looking for work and cold-calling clients. Due to being part of a franchise this 
has changed the role of the father. The benefit of being part of the franchise, the 
business benefits of national deals linked to insurance firms as managed by the head 
office of the franchise group  
The family business operates within the brand of the national franchise. The business is 
a franchisee. The family business is owned by the father and remains independent with 
the benefits of the national profile of the franchise group. The nature of the agreement 
that exists between the family business and the franchisor gives the franchisor the first 
option to buy the business assuming it is a profitable business. The family business 
contributes a royalty fee to the national franchisor. The business also subscribes to the 
discipline and constitution of the national franchisor. The business is required to sell a 
specified number of units on a monthly basis which is monitored by the head office. 
However, this has not been an issue of concern, considering the fact that this particular 
business is one of the biggest in the country and performing very well. This established 
relationship is established and the business intends operating within this environment 
while the incumbent is in leadership. 
A successful family business requires discipline and relationships with its clients who 
support your business in spite of the benefits of franchise agreements. The intention is 
to convert clients to repeatable clients. The goal is to make the customer happy. The 
father feels confident that, in his absence, this is being done by the rest of the family in 
the business. He aims to ensure that the standards are maintained beyond himself and 
his presence in the family business. Communication is also considered to be important 
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to the business, especially between the father and his children. Work is not discussed 
within the home environment.  
The business extends its geographic footprint to include the entire Buffalo City 
Municipality. The business attracts customers from this entire region.  At the moment it 
is believed that the business is number one in the glass business in East London. The 
challenge is to remain at the top. There are the basic things that must continue to be 
done, such as a smile to a customer, following up with a customer, responding to 
customer complaints.  Negative experiences by customers can spread quickly through a 
city like East London. The father also does not intend for the business to grow beyond 
his control. Growth may result in a loss of control and increased expenses. Growth may 
also result in experiencing cost-cutting or price-cutting where price-cutting may lead to 
the business closing down. The business has a clear pricing strategy supported by a 
service delivery strategy.  The belief is that the business‟ operational staff and glass-
fitters are the best. The business has committed the fitters to a restraint of trade to 
protect its investment in its employees. It is important, as the owner in the business, to 
be aware of what‟s happening in the business and in the industry. Further to this, it is 
important to be focussed on the business and not fall into a comfort zone. Honesty is 
considered to be an important value to the business, especially in its relation to 
customers. The business has implemented sound structures to ensure that customers 
are not misled. A key brand of glass ensures the quality promised to the customer. 
Hence quality products assists the business in maintaining its reputation as a honest 
business. Integrity is another value familiar to the business. The business aims to not 
overpromise and under-deliver. Follow-up systems ensure a practical solution to 
integrity. The business also aims to remove the difficulty experienced by the customer 
ensuring value to the client. Within the context of the family, the father sees himself 
leading by example. A reactive approach is adopted by the father in dealing with issues 
in the family. Communication is also important within the family. The father perceives 
himself to put the family ahead of him. The family holistically is committed to a Christian-
based value system.  
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The goals and objectives of the family and the family business are of equal value. This 
is reflected in the fact that the children make themselves available after hours and on 
weekends to service customers.  
The father has adopted the responsibility of governance in the family business. He 
indicated that he has the ability to oversee the business from an operational and 
technical perspective based on the nature of his „driver‟ temperament. Due to being part 
of a franchise, addressing customer issues promptly is necessary. There is support from 
the franchisor in dealing with customers as well. Financial management is administered 
technologically by the franchisor and supported by an in-house bookkeeper.  
A business owner, he aims to ensure an open-door policy with employees. He aims to 
remove a culture of fear between himself and the employees. This a legacy issue of 
previously white-owned businesses. Employees are expected to function freely within 
the business within parameters. There is an understanding and policy that requires 
employees to take responsibility for their actions in the business. Issues are addressed 
internally and this is reflected in the fact that none of the employees belong to unions. 
This culture is maintained by remaining flexible and being willing to listen to employees. 
This is supported by long-term loyal employees who have been with the business for 
thirteen years, since its inception.  
The vision of the business is still being considered. The business is growing at a fast 
pace. If the opportunity arises to buy another glass business, the father may take the 
opportunity and extend the growth of the business. The business strategy is driven by 
being ahead of the competitors in all aspects of the business, ranging from ordering of 
suppliers to ensuring that the client gets the best possible service from the business in 
all aspects.  
Currently, the father is content with the business and does not desire to make any 
changes. In the long term, he would like to take a less prominent role in the business by 
shifting the responsibility to a frontman. However, he would like to keep a close watch 
over the business. He suggests that the children may be ready to assume this 
responsibility.  
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5.5.2.3 Family business relationships 
The relationship with his wife is considered as the most important and significant. 
Clients and suppliers admire the nature of their relationship in being able to work 
together in a professional environment.   
His relationship with his children, the potential successors, is of a high quality. There is 
focus on instilling values of discipline and respect in the lives of the children. These 
values are evident both within and external to the business. The relationships within the 
family has not changed much since the establishment of the business.  
A strong and respectable reputation in the glass industry has been built over the years. 
This has been achieved through honesty, and exceptional levels of service delivery 
supported by quality products from reputable suppliers. There has been a loyal 
relationship built over time between the business and its respective stakeholders. 
There is very little conflict experienced in the family business. Issues of conflict or 
differences in perspectives are addresses within the family by having a family meeting. 
This meeting provides a forum where all family members have the opportunity to air 
their feelings and perspectives rationally. Conflicts within the family business are dealt 
with a professional manner. Conflicts are often addressed in a rational manner through 
open communication. There are disciplinary procedures in place to deal with persistent 
issues within the business.  
Decision making related to the family business is often done between the father and his 
wife. The children are consulted at times due to the contribution they may have based 
on their education acquired and experience gained in other jobs.  
 
5.5.2.4 Family business risk and opportunity 
A significant risk posed to the business is the ever increasing non-reputable and weak 
quality brands entering the market. These brands are increasing their market share due 
to their attractive low prices. The business has established a strong reputation based on 
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a specific product of high standard and quality in the region. It is important to add value 
to the product by providing customer service at all levels of the business.  
As the owner of the business, he is conservative in his approach to expansion. The 
incumbent owner is wary of the business outgrowing his ability to handle and 
management the business. The father believes that he intends slowing down his 
involvement in the business over time. These time frames have not been established as 
yet. The business is currently maximising a current opportunity by dealing with the 
overspill of a competitors‟ clients due to them experiencing financial difficulties.  
The business has never been aggressive in its approach to risk thus far and will 
continue to be so while the father owns the business. The father does not want to take a 
risk that may lead to returning to working for somebody else. The business‟s risk is 
mitigated by managing stock levels, controlling expenses, and controlling purchases. 
The business has also guarded against risk by signing sureties with creditors. The 
business‟s successors, his son, are perceived to approach risk more aggressively due 
to their broader vision, available opportunities, wider networks, and higher level of 
education.  
 
5.4.3 Succession planning 
5.4.3.1 Succession training and development 
Discussion relating to the family business is limited in the home environment. The 
parents realise that they are to support their children as they transition to their next 
stage of life instead of burdening them with issues of the business. Time at home is 
invested in spending time with the children together and individually.  
The father is looking forward to handing over the business to the children. He believes 
that the son, who is older, has the capabilities to take the business further. This is 
evident in the humble manner in which he deals with customers. This is also reflected in 
the son‟s desire to establish his own reputation in the family business, and not depend 
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on the reputation of the father. Although the son is older than the daughter, there are 
seen as equals as it provides peace-of-mind to the father.  
The children do work in the family business on a weekly basis, especially on weekends. 
The children also assist in the family business after hours if necessary. The children are 
given the opportunity to understand the business technically and operationally. It is 
essential that the children also understand the legacy of the family business. This has 
provided the children with a sound background to deal with business customers and 
being groomed into business in the private sector. The children also have the 
opportunity to earn extra income by working in the business.   
The children were required to complete some form of tertiary education to ensure that 
they could exercise economic independence. A qualification places them in a better 
position to enter a job opportunity at a higher level than that of a person with just a 
matric. The father has not completed any tertiary education. His basic education 
includes a matric supported by knowledge acquired over time from experience. It was 
an intention for the children to gain experience outside the family business and to 
pursue a qualification in a field the children desired. The benefit of an education 
provides a backing to them for their future. The benefit of a child completing a Bachelor 
of Commerce degree in Accounting would be an added value to the financial aspects of 
the business. This will also eliminate the business accounting fees.  
The father has provided coaching and mentorship to his children. This has been done 
by educating the children on product knowledge and technical computer support 
systems. The children are also taught the pricing structures as well. The children are 
also taught how to be friendly to customers, equipping them with skills standing them in 
good stead in any environment. The children are equipped technically to deal with 
specific and general situations pertaining to different aspects of the business.  
 
5.4.3.2 Succession approach 
The children initiated the succession process due to having seen the value in the 
business and the reputation of the business developed over a long period of time. It has 
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been the intention to sell the business once the father retired. Since the establishment 
of the business, he has catered for his retirement needs. The sale of the business would 
have been a financial bonus to him. However the children saw the benefit of taking over 
the business and since approached him to take over the family business. The 
succession plan is still at it early stages. There has been no formal succession plan 
process that has been put in place as yet. It may be necessary in five years‟ time. At 
this point of the succession process there has not been any conflict in the succession 
process. There is a need to obtain professional advice in how to go about this process 
when the time is right. 
The benefits of an informal succession plan is already being realised by the father. He 
has the opportunity to see how his two children handle the business and how they 
conduct themselves in the regular business environment. The children have manifested 
themselves in the business already based on positive feedback from customers, 
employees and suppliers. The children have a clear understanding of their roles and 
responsibilities in the business. The children take note of how the father deals with 
customers over the telephone and in person, and tend to deal with issues to the best of 
their ability within the business. There is confidence in the succession of the business to 
the children. 
The children‟s attitudes have been shaped by the glass industry into which they were 
born. The entire family lives for glass. This has been primarily driven by the father who 
started in the glass industry and it has been turned into a success which has prompted 
the positive attitude of the children. 
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5.5 Findings of Family Business B: Interview with Potential Incumbent’s 
Offspring Successor 
5.5.1 Respondent profile 
The incumbents‟ potential offspring successor is a 25 year old male. He works at the 
business on weekends while working a full time job during the week. There is an 
understanding that his role is to supervise the Close Corporation business when his 
father or mother is not available. As a Close Corporation the business was established 
in 1998. The family business was started by the father. He does not assume a formal 
title in the business. The son foresees himself as a successor to the family business. 
 
5.5.2. Family business 
5.5.2.1 Family business profile 
A family business is defined as a business in which a members of a family work. These 
members may include the father, mother, siblings and siblings‟ husbands or wives. 
These members are active to a degree in the business to confirm it as a family 
business. This family business involves the father, mother, son and daughter. The 
parents work own, manage and work directly in the business qualifying this business to 
be considered a family business. The children also work in the business on a regular 
basis. 
The business specialises in automotive and household flat glass. The automotive glass 
business includes vehicle windscreens, doors, rear lights and flat glass includes 
showers, aluminium. There are unique, high-quality glass products and security glass.  
 
5.5.2.2 Family business management 
The father is the sole owner of the family business since its inception. He is the most 
senior person managing the family business. Currently the business is managed by the 
father who is hands-on. He is trying to gradually let go of control of the business and is 
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doing so by delegating his responsibilities. He has been running the business for 
approximately thirteen years. He still holds a significant portion of the responsibility of 
the business, both strategically and operationally. The father has taken, at most, thirty 
days‟ leave over a period of thirteen years. Due to him holding such a large role in the 
business he finds the need to always be working and operating the business. The father 
tends to often neglect his health in order to be at the business.  
The mother transitioned from being a nurse to leading in the family business bringing 
the people-oriented approach to the business while the father brings the business 
acumen to leading the family business. She tends to handle the administrative and 
finance aspects of the business while the father tends to manage the operational 
aspects of the business. The business initially operated with managers until the mother 
was brought into the business. The initial managers that served the business, prior to 
the mother‟s integration, still work in the business. Both parents realised that the 
success of the business determined their economic future. Hence, the mother elected to 
join the business to contribute towards the success of the business.  
The son indicated that he has become involved in the business while he was in high 
school by going to sites with the business‟ fitting teams. In so doing, he learned the 
products of the business and the practical skills required in fitting glass as well. These 
skills are fundamental to making a business successful by knowing what happens on 
the ground. He found these site visits to be enjoyable and preferred to be on site and 
not in the offices of the business. His involvement in activities at the business increased 
while at university. During this time he engaged and established a relationship with the 
business‟ suppliers. He was also introduced by his father to management aspects of the 
business, which involved attending strategic business meetings.   
The son tries to keep up to date with the activities of the business by talking with his 
parents when they return from work on a daily basis. He has familiarised himself with 
specific contracts that the business may be handling and constantly engage his father to 
understand what activities are taking place in relation to these contracts. He is also 
actively involved in business development for the business. He is exposed to a market 
segment to which his father is not and this expands the opportunities for the family 
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business. It is currently beneficial to be living in the home with his parents as it gives 
him the opportunity to keep in touch with the business first-hand. The parents do try to 
not take work home. 
Primary decision making is the responsibility of the father ultimately. The incumbent has 
been in the glass business since 1986 and has since developed extensive experience 
and reputation in the industry with strong networks. He has also developed a strong 
brand associated with the family business.  
The son‟s vision is to expand the family business. The father and son have a difference 
in opinions on this matter. There is an opportunity to open a branch in King Williams 
Town due to the volume of work available in the area. While he feels that this should be 
pursued, the father does not agree. 
The family subscribes to a Christian-based value system. The family respects the 
decisions made by the father in the business based on his role as the overseer and 
leader of the business. Honesty is understood to be a prominent value in the business. 
Respect is also a key value to the family. The value system is shared between the 
family and the business.  
The family‟s goals and objectives are the same as that of the business. The family tends 
to plan around the needs of the business. This is due to the fact that the father spends a 
great deal of time at the office. Further to this, the business is a significant financial 
contributor to the family. The father assumes the responsibility of governance issues 
within the business, especially with the franchisor. The relationship with the franchisor 
results in a lot of „red tape‟, and tends to significantly impact the decision-making 
process. The culture of the business emphasises a family dynamic and employees are 
happy within their working environment. The father has an open-door policy and is 
readily accessible to employees to whom he is much attached.  
The strategy of the business is significantly influenced by the franchisor. The family 
members tend to conduct a great deal of market research to keep up with trends in the 
industry. By understanding what is happening in the industry, the family business 
improves the way it does business.  
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5.5.2.3 Family business relationships 
The father-son relationship is considered to be the most significant in the life of the son. 
The relationship between the father and son is very close and this has always been so. 
This relationship is maintained on a regular basis by spending quality time together. 
Family, supplier and employee relationships have not been influenced by the evolution 
of the business and its proposed succession process. However a full time job has 
limited his ability to maintain these supplier relationships. The employees have known 
the son since he was a child and the older people of the business will always see him 
as a child. The nature of this relationship in particular may have both positive and 
negative consequences in the long term, especially in the succession process. The 
value of respect within the family and the business has had a positive impact on 
relationships.  
The son has always known his father to have a strong work ethic. This ethic has been 
transferred from the father being an employee into the current family business. 
Historically the business attempted to handle conflict situations such as labour issues 
internally. In the past two years legal professionals have been used to deal with labour-
related conflict situations. A strong relationship has been established with these 
professional advisors over time. Internally, conflict is addressed during family meetings. 
Each member of the family is given a fair hearing at family meetings in a rational and 
amicable manner. The father mediates these family meetings very well. 
Business decisions are made by both the father and mother. Relevant stakeholders and 
advisors are consulted internally and externally, including the son and daughter, when 
making decisions. Ultimately, the father does make the final decision. 
 
5.5.2.4 Family business risk and opportunities 
A significant risk posed to the business is the cheap products entering the market. It 
may have a detrimental effect on the income generated by the business and safety for 
consumers. This should be address by the franchisor of the business as it is a matter 
where the family business has little to no influence. To mitigate this risk, the business 
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has been working closely with suppliers to address this issue at a national level and will 
have a significant impact of the industry. 
The father perceives his son‟s generation as having things easy, and therefore tend to 
be risk takers. In being risk takers, the son‟s generation cannot relate to the negative 
implications of taking risks to the business. There is a difference in perspectives 
between the father and son in this regard. The father is perceived to be risk averse, 
leaning towards being risk neutral. As a result decision making for the future of the 
business is influenced by this nuance. 
The son‟s Bachelor of Commerce qualification and management experience, both 
theoretical and practical, has added value to the employees and the father from a 
leadership perspective. There is flexibility within the business to introduce 
improvements. The son does offer a „new-generation‟ management approach and fresh 
perspective on the way business is done creating a slight degree of uneasiness within 
the business. This does require all internal stakeholders to engage and arrive at an 
agreeable working solution towards the success of the business. This future state will 
majorly influence the succession process and its outcome.  Due to the son not being 
fully involved in the business on a daily basis, both the employees and father may have 
a more realistic view on the business. This may also limit his ability to lead in the 
business effectively.  
 
5.5.3 Succession planning 
5.5.3.1 Succession training and development 
There has been no reaction between the family members to the children potentially 
taking over the business. The parents try to keep the children abreast of what is 
happening in the business. This applies especially to significant events in the business. 
However, the parents do try not to bring work home. There are times when the family 
talks about the business around the supper table. The son, in particular, engages his 
parents on matters regarding the business on a regular basis. The son feels that his 
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father wants to hand the business over to him. This is evident by the faith shown to him 
in being listened to and being involved in the management aspects of the business. 
He was not required to complete tertiary education with the intention of taking over the 
family business. The decision to study a Bachelor of Commerce degree was purely his 
preferred decision. He also gained experience outside the family business in the sectors 
of banking and public sector consulting. He also received coaching and mentorship from 
his father. During the time spent with his father, he has observed closely how the father 
deals with problem solving, conflict management and client relations. The father‟s 
mentoring personality has lent itself to the son learning a great deal about the business. 
 
5.5.3.2 Succession approach 
The potential future successor indicated that he initiated the process of succession by 
discussing it with his father. There is a legacy and value to the business. It is preferred 
that the business is not handed over to a salary-earning manager in the future. He feels 
fully capable to maintain the business as it is or to take the business to another level. 
The father‟s energy and strength levels would be a fair gauge to determine when the 
father is ready to hand over the business to the successor. At this stage he is still 
healthy. The father and son have agreed to allow the son to pursue his own career 
aspirations prior to potentially taking over the family business. The handing over of the 
business may happen once the father reaches an age where his investment policies are 
paid and the father is adequately settled financial. The father intends to stop working at 
the age of 65. The son would like to also lecture part time to further build up his 
experience currently. He intends consulting and lecturing part-time while involved in the 
business. Alternative arrangements may be made regarding the future of the business if 
the son chooses to follow another career or life plan. However, he has elected to pursue 
succession into the business. The succession process has been an informal one. It has 
been a practical and hands-on. The ideas suggested by the son have been heard and 
considered seriously. He has been consulted for his opinion at times by suppliers, 
employees and family members. The father is positive about the children taking over the 
business. This has been supported by the fact that the children have shown character, 
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maturity and have adequately completed their qualifications. There has been increasing 
confidence shown in the capabilities of the children to run the business limiting 
succession conflict-related issues.  
Key success factors to the succession process will involve a reasonable business 
handover process. This would mean that the son and father would have a period of 
overlap in the business where they both work together. The handover process would 
include the father sharing practical knowledge and experience of the business to the 
son. Upon completion of this phase, the son can then take over the business. The son 
has always had the aspiration to take over the family business. He did attempt a career 
in sport; however, this did not pan out. He then chose commerce as a career so that he 
could build on what his father has started building in the family business. He would also 
like to travel a bit before taking over the business. He would also like to gain some 
experience by putting his degree to use external to the family business, move out of his 
parents‟ home and establish his own life. The son is not clear of the expectations, roles 
and responsibilities of the succession process. His intimate knowledge of the business 
has provided him with a sufficient understanding of his fathers‟ expectations as well as 
what it will take to move the business to another level.  
 
5.6 Interpretation of findings of family businesses 
5.6.1 Respondent profile 
 All respondents were male. 
 The fathers who are owners of the business range from the age of fifty to seventy 
years old while the sons of the business range from the age of twenty five years 
old to the thirty five years old. 
 Both businesses are registered as a Close Corporation business. 
 Fathers of both businesses refer to their job title as owners of the family 
business. 
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 Both sons indicate that they do not occupy a formal job title within the company 
yet do fulfil roles beneficial to the business. 
 Both sons see themselves as successors to the family business.  
 The son of Business A occupies a full time role in the business while the son of 
Business B works in the business part-time. 
 Both sons fulfil technical and administrative functions in the family business. 
 
5.6.2 Family business  
5.6.2.1 Family business profile 
 Both businesses are Close Corporations using trading names that include the 
names of the fathers in name itself. 
 The father and son of Business A are not clear as to when the business actually 
started suggested that it could have been established anywhere between the 
year 2004 and 2006. However, both father and son of Business B are specifically 
clear in that the business was established in the year 2008. 
 The son of family Business A controlled his own company. However, this 
business was not successful and then resulted in the son joining the father. The 
son and father see the sons business in different perspectives. The father sees 
the business as not being successful which resulted in its closure, while the son 
his business as having been consolidated into the father‟s business.  
 Business B was established by the father and his wife, whereas the Business A 
was established by the father alone. 
 Unique to Business A is that it is an independent franchisee of a national 
franchise and hence subscribes to certain standards and contractual 
requirements of the franchisor. 
 The fathers and sons of both businesses have a similar and clear understanding 
of the nature of their business and the products/services they provide. 
 The following characteristics defined a family business by Business A: 
o Members of the family work in the business, usually more than one; 
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o The business provides a financial income to the family inclusive of this not 
involved in the business; 
o A significant amount of time is spent together between father and son; 
o The family member works in the family business for the success of the 
business and in turn benefitting the family financially; 
o A family business may not necessarily mean that the family works 
together in the same offices or sphere of work; 
o The family business benefits, grows and supports the family. 
 The following characteristics defined a family business by Business B: 
o Ownership and control is held by the family; 
o The family business provides an income to the family. 
 Both businesses are defined as family businesses by both father and sons due to 
the fact that there are members of the family working in the business and that it 
contributes financially to the family. 
 A successful business is attributed to the following factors as defined by 
Business A: 
o Hard work; 
o Close relationship between the father and son; 
o Proper and clear communication. 
 A successful business is attributed to the following factors as defined by 
Business B: 
o Discipline; 
o Client relationships; 
o Maintenance of standards; 
o Communication between father and children. 
 
5.6.2.2 Family business management 
 Both family businesses are primarily owned by the father; however in Business A 
there is shared ownership between the father and son, while in Business B, the 
father is the sole owner of the business. 
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 Business A saw a change in ownership from inception of the business from the 
father owing 90% of the business to sharing 40% ownership to the son, while the 
father retained 60% ownership. Business B has seen no change in ownership of 
the business since its inception. 
 Both fathers are currently managing the family business at its most senior level, 
while both sons are in the process of learning both technical and operational 
aspects of the business. 
 Business A is challenged by the fact that the son does not have the required 
professional qualification to take full responsibility and ownership of the business. 
The vision for the business is limited by this issue. Both the father and son are in 
the process of identifying options that may assist in keeping the family business 
growing.  
 The father of Business B is considering the expansion of the business through 
acquisition another glass company if the opportunity does arise. However, the 
father does not want the business to outgrow his ability to control and manage 
the business. The father, similar to the father of Business A intends to gradually 
move out of the company. This is a more pressing issue for Business A. 
 Both sons of both businesses see great opportunity for growth for the family 
business. Both sons have a vision to see the business grow more rapidly and 
strategically in comparison to the fathers of both businesses. 
 Both businesses operate on a Christian-based value system which overlaps 
between the family and the family business. 
 Business A expressed the following values to which the business subscribes: 
o Strong work ethic; 
o Loyalty; 
o Truth; 
o Integrity; 
o Honesty. 
 Business B expressed the following values to which the business subscribes: 
o Honesty; 
o Respect; 
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o Integrity; 
o Leading by example. 
 Both businesses perceive the objectives and goals are the same as that of the 
family business due to the financial benefits derived by the family. 
 The role of governance is held by the fathers of both businesses. This is due to 
both contractual and regulatory requirements of professional bodies and national 
franchise obligations.  
 The business culture of Business A emphasises a relaxed give-and-take culture 
as defined by the son. The father indicated that the business has a positive 
reputation in the niche market in which it operates. 
 The business culture of Business B aims to remove fear between the boss and 
employee with an open-door policy within parameters. There is a happy family 
culture within the business as indicated by the son.  
 Both fathers acknowledged the recent economic downturn that impacted the 
family businesses and considered this as a significant influence to the business 
strategy.  
 Business A does strategy as identified by the son and due to the lack of a clear 
response of the father. 
 Both businesses acknowledge that it is necessary to provide an excellent service 
to its customers. 
 Business B strategy incorporates the entire family, where the father focuses on 
improving the efficiencies of operations and improving the quality of customer 
care, while the rest of the family keeps in touch with trends in the industry and 
propose changes to the business based on these. 
 
5.6.2.3 Family business relationships 
 The father and son of Business A and the son of Business B considered the 
relationship between the father and the son to be the most significant relationship 
within the business. However, the father of Business B indicated that the 
relationship with his wife was the most significant.  
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 Both sons of the family business indicate that their relationships with their fathers 
are good and describe the relationship to be that is engaging and open. 
 The father of Business A perceives the relationship with his son to be one that is 
good and has seen the growth and maturity of the son over a period of time. 
 The father of Business B states that his relationship with his wife is admired by 
people, especially in the professional context. The father does indicate that his 
relationship with his children is solid and close. 
 Both families each have only two children.  
 The son of Business A indicates that there were challenges in his relationship 
with his brother due to the brother being envious of the time the son within the 
family business spends with the father. The son working in the business has 
taken some time in being comfortable with the business supporting his brother 
who is not in the business. This relationship is currently in the mend. 
 The son of Business B indicates that his relationship with his sister is positive as 
they both participate in the family business. 
 The father of Business A understands that his son who is not in the family 
business struggles with the fact that he cannot spend as much time with his 
father as his brother does. The father has managed this by spending time 
annually with the son specifically to catch up on their relationship.  
 The father of Business B approaches both children equally and invests time into 
the lives of the children equally. 
 Both fathers and sons of both family businesses have seen a steady progression 
with suppliers, customers and employees over time. The businesses have 
developed loyal relationships with its stakeholders since the inception of the 
business.  
 The sons of both businesses interpreted their perspectives of growing up in the 
family differently. The son of Business A referred to him understanding how to fit 
into the family dynamic is relation to its value system. The son of Business B 
noted the fathers discipline in hard work and punctuality.  
 Both businesses address conflict in the business in the same way they deal with 
conflict within the home environment.  
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 In Business A the father and son differ in their interpretation of how conflict is 
dealt with in the business. According to the son, Business A deals with conflict by 
having an initial flare up and then leading towards a calmer and more ration 
method of dealing with the conflict. The father indicates that conflict situations are 
dealt with by talking it through with little further discussion. 
 In Business B, both father and son expressed that conflict is addressed by talking 
it thorough rationally and calmly at a family meeting.  
 In both businesses, decisions are ultimately made by the father. Both fathers 
seek advice from the son or the family, depending on the nature of the issue. 
However, in the case of Business A, the father makes certain technical decisions 
for the business on his own due to his role as the qualified professional. He has 
expressed that he does at times exercise an autocratic approach. The father in 
Business B, also consults family dependant upon the matter, and at times may 
make unilateral decisions when dealing with the franchisor at a national level.  
 
5.6.2.4 Family business risk and opportunity 
 Fathers tend be risk averse with a slight leaning to being a risk taker, while the 
sons tend to be risk takers. 
 The sons tend to identify growth opportunities for the business and believe that 
they can maximise the opportunities upon them occupying a senior role in the 
family business. 
 Both fathers believe that the sons don‟t seem to understand the seriousness of 
the negative aspect of taking risks due to their inexperience. 
 Both fathers have suggested that they will not put their future financial security by 
taking uncalculated or unreasonable risk.  
 Although opportunities do exist, both fathers aim to manage these opportunities 
in light of the ability to manage and control these opportunities.  
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5.7 Succession planning 
5.7.1 Succession training and development 
 Both sons indicated that there have been no reactions within the family regarding 
their potential role as successor to the family business. 
 The fathers expressed that there is limited conversation around the home 
regarding the family business. In Business B, the father and his wife have elected 
to keep work at work and focus on the children within the home environment.  
 However, the sons of the family business indicate that business is discussed in 
the home environment. In Business B, the parents do tend to try and keep the 
children informed of the on goings of the family business.  In Business A: the son 
tends to talk about the business with his wife. Further discussions do happen at 
family events; however, this is limited to a certain degree. 
 Both sons believe that their fathers desire to hand over the family business to 
them. In the case of Business A, the son needs to be qualified in order to 
manage the business. Options and alternatives are being considered on this 
matter currently. Both fathers have shown increased confidence in the sons over 
a period of time. 
 The father of Business A is concerned about handing over the business to the 
son due to him not having a professional qualification. However, the father of 
Business A is looking forward to handing over the business to his son as he 
recognises the sons‟ capabilities to take over the business. 
 The son of Business A did not participate in part-time work in the business due to 
it having started much later in his life. The son of Business B has been working 
part-time in the business since being in high school. The father used this 
opportunity to skill up the son in operational and technical skills to manage the 
business.  
 The father of Business A acquired a professional qualification in Structural 
Engineering while the father of Business B acquired a Matric school qualification.  
 The father in Business A did not require his son to complete a tertiary education. 
The father allowed the son to pursue his own ventures. The son has acquired a 
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few courses in the building and engineering industry. The father is Business B 
required his son to complete his tertiary education and gain external work 
experience in whichever field he desired. The son acquired a Bachelor of 
Commerce degree which has in turn assisted the business.  
 Both sons acquired experience outside the family business. The son in Business 
A invested ten years in the building and engineering industry. The son in 
Business B has gained experience in the banking sector and is currently gaining 
experience in public sector consulting. 
 Both sons indicated that they have received coaching and mentoring from their 
fathers. This has been informal in approach. The coaching and mentoring 
received has progressed both sons significantly in understanding the family 
business technically and operationally.  
 
5.7.2 Succession approach 
 Both fathers did not intend, upon establishing the business, for their children to 
succeed them in the family business. However, this has changed due to 
circumstances. 
 The father of Business A indicated that both the son and him initiated the 
succession process as they realised this was necessary due to the age of the 
father and the position of the son‟s career on the long term. The son of Business 
A indicated that his father had initiated the succession process. 
 The succession process in Business B was initiated by the son. The son realised 
the value in keeping the family business within the family.  
 The sons of both businesses indicate that the succession process is informal to a 
certain degree. The son of Business A states that the succession process is 
dependant on him either acquiring a professional qualification, or finding 
alternative arrangements to continue to keep the business within the family. The 
initial succession plan was for an employee to take over the business with the 
son still in the employ of the business; however this did not happen. The 
business had to maintain a degree of flexibility to change this plan and deal with 
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the current situation it faces. Further to this, due to the nature of the industry, 
there has to be certain processes that must be followed in the succession 
process to ensure compliance with industry standards. The son of Business B 
states that the succession process is a practical hands-on approach. The father 
and son engage positively in this process. 
 Both sons indicate that the fathers‟ attitude towards succession has been positive 
overall. Specific to Business A, there has been some frustration with regards to 
the son being able to acquire his necessary qualification.  
 In Business A, the sons‟ approach to succession in the family business has been 
a matter of concern due to not having a qualification. This creates an unknown 
situation for the son. 
 In Business B, the son displayed a positive attitude towards being a successor in 
the business. This is evident in the maturity and character of the son over time.  
 The key success factors of a successful succession as discussed by Business A: 
o Strong technical ability; 
o Maintaining of client relationships; 
o Enjoyment of the industry; 
o Freedom for the successor to take control of the business and run with it. 
 The key success factors of a successful succession as discussed by Business B: 
o Confidence of the father in the son‟s capabilities to succeed; 
o Reasonable business handover period and process. 
 Both sons had aspirations to taking over or owning a business.  
 Both sons had other aspirations prior to the above which did not necessarily work 
out and have had to balance their aspirations with stages of life. 
 Both fathers indicated that their sons were clear on their expectations, roles and 
responsibilities in the succession process. However, both sons indicated that 
they were not clear on this.  
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5.8 Conclusion 
The purpose of this chapter was to provide an analysis and interpretation of the data 
gathered during the interview process. The findings and interpretations have been 
discussed in alignment to the interview questionnaire. This process included the 
findings of the incumbent founder of the family business – the father, and the successor 
– the son.  
The next chapter aims to discuss conclusions from the case studies conducted and 
culminates in recommendations for further research in the faculty of family business. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
The primary research objective of this study was to examination succession planning 
approaches adopted by two family businesses in East London, South Africa.  
There has been extensive research conducted in the field of family business globally. 
However, there is limited research available specifically on succession planning in 
family businesses in South Africa. It is for this reason that this research study has been 
conducted with the intention of realising the primary objective discussed above. The 
primary objective was achieved by responding to the questions posed by the secondary 
objectives which have been outlined below: 
 What is the definition of a family business? 
 What is the definition of succession planning? 
 What are the elements of theoretical succession planning approaches? 
 What are the elements of „real-life‟ theoretical planning approaches in identified 
family business case studies? 
The primary and secondary objectives were achieved by a graduated approach from 
Chapter 1 through to this chapter, Chapter 6. The chapters of this study addressed the 
respective topic issues as outlined below: 
Chapter 1: This chapter essentially focussed on providing a holistic intention of the 
study and the methodology to be followed in accomplishing the study objectives.  
Chapter 2: This chapter consisted of an extensive and thorough literature review of the 
topical issue of succession planning. The chapter unpacked the current understandings 
of family businesses globally and domestically and is supported by the theoretical 
paradigms initiating research of family businesses.  
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Chapter 3: This chapter consisted of a far-reaching and thorough literature review with 
the intention of developing an understanding of the theoretical paradigms of succession 
planning; factors influence succession planning and approaches to succession 
planning.  
Chapter 4: This chapter provided an understanding of the research methodology and 
design implemented in this research study. This study utilised a qualitative case study 
methodology to assist in understand the succession planning approaches used by the 
family businesses in East London, South Africa.  
Chapter 5: This chapter focussed on reviewing the transcripts of the interviews 
conducted with the incumbent founders (fathers) and successors (sons) of the family 
businesses. Findings and interpretations relating to approaches to succession planning 
in family businesses were discussed.  
The research study culminates the writing by discussing it summarising its finding and 
concluding significant perspectives identified using the qualitative case study 
methodology. 
 
 
6.2 Summary of findings and conclusions 
The summary of findings and conclusions serve to provide a holistic understanding of 
the outcomes of the study as sourced via personal interviews with the incumbent 
founders (fathers) and their potential offspring successors (sons) within the context of a 
qualitative case study methodology. The findings and conclusion are discussed within 
the framework of in an illustrated diagram by Morris, Williams and Nel (1996:70) - 
"Determinants of Successful Transitions", discussed in Chapter 3 of this writing.  
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6.2.1 Preparation level of heirs 
Tertiary education facilitated an improved succession process, especially if the 
successor opted to acquire an education that is an asset to the business. The benefit of 
work experience gained outside the company supported the tertiary education improved 
the confidence of the father to hand over the business to the son. 
Both businesses were unique in their approach to formal tertiary education. This may be 
attributed, but not necessarily limited, to the nature of the business. The professional 
nature of Business A required the father to have a formal professional qualification. 
However, the father's approach to allowing the son to make his own decision as to 
choosing to pursue tertiary education or work experience created a challenge for the 
family business. The son now requires a professional qualification to take over the 
family business. In the case of Business B, the father did not have a tertiary qualification 
but required the son to complete some form of tertiary qualification. This positioned the 
business in a strong position, as the son elected to acquire a qualification that would 
benefit the future of the business improving the confidence of the father in the son being 
a successor, and improving the future longevity of the business.  
Both, father and sons acquired work experience in their respective industries of 
business. The fathers were previously employed in businesses and developed a wealth 
of experience in the two industries. Both sons also gained work experience that 
positioned them well to add value to the future of the family business. Both sons' work 
experience has assisted the succession planning process to a significant degree.  
The future successors of the family business were brought into entry-level positions in 
the business by the father. The sons started their time in the business doing the 
operational and basic tasks of the business. This created the opportunity for the sons to 
have a comprehensive understanding of the family business' technical and operational 
aspects. This also gave the sons to establish relationships with the various related 
stakeholders of the business. The fathers also took this opportunity to coach and 
mentor the sons into maturing in the business at all organisational levels. The fathers 
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also had the opportunity to assess the capabilities of the son's in light of them being 
future successors.  
There has been a difference in the length of time that each successor has worked in the 
family business. This, has in turn, impacted the effectiveness and promptness of the 
succession process. Business A as found the son to have worked in the business for 
period of approximately five years. Due to the father's age and desire to retire, there has 
been insufficient time for the son to acquire a professional qualification and obtain an 
adequate degree of experience as required by the father. This has hampered the ability 
of the father being able to handover the family business to the son. In the case 
Business B, the son has been accumulating experience in the family business for 
approximately twelve years. Further to this, the son has acquired a tertiary qualification. 
These factors have created confidence in the father's perspective of the son being able 
to take over the family business. Hence, the succession process has been a positively 
gradual and steady progress for both father and son.  
Both sons have indicated that they have a desire to work in the business and enjoy the 
industries in which the family business operates. This has assisted positively in the 
succession planning process as motivation and vision have both been positively 
nurtured by this desire.  
The preparation for succession planning has been similar in both businesses. Both 
fathers have indicated that they are coaching and developing their sons and they feel 
comfortable about the clarity of this process. Both sons indicated that there was no 
clarity of expectations, roles and responsibilities in the succession process. Hence, from 
the sons' perspective, the succession process requires a certain degree of formality and 
clarity. The succession planning approach has been informal to a large degree in both 
businesses. However, due to the professional nature of the business of Business A, 
there has been a degree of formality to the process in alignment to necessary 
professional body and legal requirements. This does impact the degree of confidence of 
the sons in relation to the succession approach and process.  
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6.2.2  Relationship among family and business members  
Sons of both family businesses indicated that communication was a necessary aspect 
in the relationships with their fathers. Both businesses further extended the importance 
of communication to all family members directly impacted by the family business. Family 
meetings and discussions are considered to be important due to the financial 
dependencies of families upon the business.  
Both businesses indicated that the family value system and the family business system 
are no different from each other. The key values identified are:  
 Strong work ethic;  
 Loyalty;  
 Truth;  
 Integrity;  
 Honesty;  
 Integrity;  
 Respect;  
 Leading by example.  
The businesses have been unique in experience with regards to family turmoil, sibling 
rivalry and jealousy. In Business A, these three aspects are interrelated. Family turmoil 
has been experienced between the two sons within the family. The one son works in the 
family business while the other son does not work in the family business but does 
benefit from the business financially. The son working in the family business has had to 
come to accepting the choice of the business to financially support his brother in spite of 
the fact that his brother does not contribute in any form to the business. The son who is 
not working in the family business has become envious of the amount of time his 
brother and father spend with each other. This has resulted in a certain degree of rivalry 
in the relationships between the sons; however, they have managed to work through 
this issue and are currently on the mend. This rivalry does not directly relate to the 
succession process as the son not working in the business does not desire to be in his 
brothers' position as the potential successor. Hence, it has not had a significant impact 
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on the succession process, but has impacted the nature of relationships between the 
father and his sons. Business B has mitigated this issue by the parents treating both 
siblings equally and investing in them both alike. Further to this, the father and mother 
have enforced respect between the siblings, which has become a value system within 
the family and the business.  
Due to both sons having entered the business at an entry level, they have grown into 
developing relationships with the various business stakeholders. Initially the sons 
developed relationships with the employees. Or time the fathers have introduced their 
sons to suppliers and other relevant stakeholders as part of the succession approach. 
The quality of relationships that the sons have with the business' stakeholders served 
as a point of assessment of the readiness of the sons to be successors in the family 
business.  
Both families indicate that they deal with conflict in a similar manner. However, the 
father and son in Business A differ in this regard as discussed earlier in this chapter. In 
Business B, both the father and son align to their conflict resolution process. Conflict 
within the business is dealt with in the same way that conflict is dealt with in the home. 
The succession approach has not been significantly impacted by the conflict within the 
business. However, it may be necessary for both the father and son in Business A to 
align their perceptions in dealing with conflict. Business B has implemented a vehicle to 
assist in dealing with conflict which is family meetings. This may add significantly value 
throughout the succession process facilitating open communication.  
 
6.2.3 Planning and control activities 
The founders elected to utilise Close Corporations trading in the owners' name. This 
provides limited liability to the business owner. The nature of this legislated structure 
limits the ownership of the business to the registered members to the Close 
Corporation. The family business is primarily owned and managed by the founder who 
is the primary decision maker. The membership between the businesses is different. 
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Both the father and son are members of Business A where the father owns 60% of the 
business, whole the son owns 40% of the business. Business B is fully owned by the 
father only.  
The study defined family business as those in which family members are involved in the 
ownership, management and general running of the business. Further to this, a family 
business is defined as a business in which the family gains financial benefit directly or 
indirectly.  
Although there are no formal governance structures are in place for both family 
businesses, decisions relating to the general operations of the business are generally 
made by the father. There are times when the father seeks advice from the sons; 
however the final decision is made by the father. Both families are consulted in the 
decision making process when matters impacting the future of the family are of a 
concern. This process, although informal has worked successfully for both businesses 
and serve to create a degree of security for all family members.  
Founding members of the family business tend to be more risk-averse with a slant 
towards being risk preferred dependent upon available opportunities. Successors tend 
to be more risk-preferred in their approach to the future of the business.  
The following key success factors contribute to a successful succession:  
 Strong technical ability of the successor;  
 Maintaining of client relationships by the successor;  
 The successor‟s enjoyment of the industry;  
 Freedom for the successor to take control of the business and run with it; 
 Confidence of the father in the son's capabilities to succeed;  
 Reasonable business handover period and process between the incumbent 
founder and the successor.  
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6.3 Limitations of the study 
The author acknowledges that this study included only two case studies. Hence there 
may be insufficient validation to the topical themes discussed therefore limiting its ability 
to make a suitable inferences to the extended family business research community.  
The author also acknowledges that the study was limited to a specific geographic region 
and as a result may not provide a comprehensive global perspective on approaches to 
succession planning.  
 
 
6.4 Suggestions for further research 
The successors indicated that there may be a lack of clarity in expectations, roles and 
responsibilities relating to the succession process. Further research into understanding 
how incumbent founders communicate these expectation, roles and responsibilities to 
the future successors may add value to the field of family business.  
Further research may include improving the understanding of the impact education, 
within the context of a formal and informal succession process, has on family business 
in the professional services industry.  
Family businesses exist in a number of different industry sectors. The findings of this 
case study indicate that succession planning may be influenced by the nature of the 
varying industries. An opportunity of further research may be to develop an 
understanding of the uniqueness of succession planning in various industries.  
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6.5 Conclusion 
Chapter six of the research study discussed the conclusions gained from the findings 
and interpretations gathered from the case study.  
The family business is a complex yet simple structure as reflected in the findings of the 
case study. The succession planning process within the context of a family business 
lends itself to complex nuances influencing the future sustainability of the family 
business in both the short and long run. A succession planning approach is unique to 
each family business and may include formal and informal processes.  
The succession planning process requires a long term intentional approach by both the 
incumbent founder (father) and the successor (son). This succession process is 
supported by a clear understanding of the process, be it formal or informal, to be 
followed. Additionally, the support of all the stakeholders aligned to the business will 
position the success of business continuity of the family business. 
Family businesses have a growing impact upon the economies of both emerging and 
first world economies. The nature of flux that has existed in economies globally requires 
family businesses to be robust and remain sustainable in the long run. Numerous 
studies have been conducted to improve the body of knowledge of family business and 
thereby assisting family businesses to remain successful, especially with regards to 
succession planning. A study of this nature unpacks the challenges and successes in 
succession planning. By understanding these challenges and successes, both family 
businesses themselves as well as academia have the opportunity to develop unique 
approaches to plotting the succession planning process. It is the intention of this 
research study to add value to this body of knowledge, ultimately creating a more 
holistic field of evidence to assist in the development of succession planning 
approaches in family businesses.   
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ANNEXURES 
 
ANNEXURE A – INTERVIEW REQUEST LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Rowan Govender 
1 Wave Court, Ganteaume Crescent, Quigney 
East London, 5201 
December 6, 2011 
 
(Insert Name) 
(Insert Address) 
 
(Insert Name) 
 
RE: Research Study Request 
Thank you for making yourselves available to participate in the research study. 
Family businesses have contributed significantly to the economic growth of the city of 
East London, South Africa and globally. The sustainable existence and growth of these 
businesses are important to the local economy. However, research suggests that the 
sustainability of family businesses is limited by inadequate succession planning. This 
research study aims to understand your family business and its approach to succession 
planning. Your input into this case study will assist in the enhancement of the body of 
knowledge of family business with a specific emphasis on succession planning 
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approaches. The study may also assist other family businesses improve their chance of 
success by understanding „real-life‟ case study approaches to succession planning. 
The qualitative case study approach has been adopted for this research project, where 
in-depth interviews are conducted with the incumbent founder and succeeding offspring 
of the founder to ascertain valuable insights into the factors, behaviours, activities and 
thoughts around approaches to succession planning in family businesses. In order to 
avoid disruptions to the interview process and discussions and to make allowance for 
later data analysis the interview will be tape recorded. All information provided by your 
family businesses, inclusive of the interview responses will be treated as strictly 
confidential.  
The following statement indicates that title of the research study: 
An Examination of Succession Planning Approaches in Second Generation Family 
Owned Businesses: A Case Study of Two Businesses in East London, South Africa 
 
The research findings will be provided to you for your interest. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Rowan Govender 
Mobile Number: 0833068331 
Email Address: rgovender@cybersmart.co.za 
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An Examination of Succession Planning Approaches in Second Generation 
Family Owned Businesses: A Case Study of Two Businesses in East London, 
South Africa 
Questionnaire Administrator: Rowan Govender     
      
Certain questions are applicable to either the incumbent or the successor, or both 
respondents. 
Please note that this questionnaire will be administered in the following manner: 
 - All questions are open-ended and aims to facilitate a discussion; 
 - An interview process will be utilised to conduct the questionnaire; 
 - The interview will be recorded to improve accuracy and verifiability. 
      
 
RESPONDENT DETAILS 
    
What is your full name? INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
What is your age? INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
What is your gender? (Male/Female) INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Are you a successor of the family business? (Yes/No) INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
What is your current job title in the family business? INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
      
FAMILY BUSINESS     
Family Business Profile     
What is your definition of a family business? INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
What is the registered trading name of the business? INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
What year was the family business established? INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Who started the family business? INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Discuss the nature of the product/service provided by 
the family business. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
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Family Business Management 
Describe the change of leadership structure of the 
family business from its inception to today 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Describe the ownership structure from the inception of 
the business to today. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Describe which generation is currently managing the 
business at its most senior level. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Describe the evolution of your role in the family 
business from its inception to today. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Why would you define your business as a family 
business? 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
What would you believe makes a successful family 
business? 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Describe your vision for the family business. INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Discuss the values of the family business and the 
family's values. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Does family objectives and goals take priority over the 
family business objectives and goals? Discuss your 
response. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Discuss the nature of governance in the family 
business. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Describe the culture of your family business. INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Describe the business strategy. INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Describe any changes you may feel will be necessary 
for the family business. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
 
Family Business Relationships 
    
Discuss the genealogy of the family involved in the 
business since its inception. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Which family member relationship would you consider INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
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to be the most significant? 
How would you describe your relationship with your 
father? 
  SUCCESSOR 
How would you describe your relationship with your 
offspring successor? 
INCUMBENT   
How would you describe you relationships with your 
fellow siblings? 
INCUMBENT   
Discuss the evolution of your relationships with family 
members prior to succession and post-succession. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
How would you describe your relationships with those 
children who are not successors to the family 
business? 
INCUMBENT   
Describe the evolution of your relationships with your 
stakeholders since the inception of the business to 
today? (Suppliers, Employees, Others) 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Describe your experiences growing up in the family.   SUCCESSOR 
Describe how conflicts are addressed within the family 
business. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Describe how decisions are made within the family 
business. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
 
Family Business Risk 
    
What do you foresee as opportunities/risks for the 
future of the family business? 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
How have you planned to maximise the 
opportunities/mitigate these risks? 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
What is your stance with regards to risk taking in the 
contex of the family business? 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Describe your fathers perspective on risk taking.   SUCCESSOR 
Describe you successors' perspective on risk taking. INCUMBENT   
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Describe your leadership role in the business. INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
      
SUCCESSION PLANNING     
Succession Training and Development     
Describe the reactions of any family members upon 
your appointment as a successor. 
  SUCCESSOR 
Discuss the nature of conversations around the family 
business within the home environment. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Describe whether you felt your father wanted to hand 
over the family business to you. 
  SUCCESSOR 
Describe how you felt about handing over the family 
business to your children. 
INCUMBENT   
Did you work part-time and during the holidays in the 
family business? (Yes/No) 
  SUCCESSOR 
Was any part-time/holiday work structured for your 
children? (Yes/No) 
INCUMBENT   
Did you acquire any tertiary education? (Yes/No). If 
yes, describe your education. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Were your children required to complete any tertiary 
education? (Yes/No). Why? 
INCUMBENT   
Were you required to complete any tertiary education? 
(Yes/No). Why? 
  SUCCESSOR 
Describe any work experience gained outside the 
family business. 
  SUCCESSOR 
Describe any coaching or mentorship you may have 
received. 
  SUCCESSOR 
Describe any coaching or mentorship you may have 
provided. 
INCUMBENT   
Succession Approach     
Who initiated the succession process? INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
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Describe the succession plan adopted in the family 
business. 
  SUCCESSOR 
Was there a succession planning process? (Yes/No)? 
Please describe this process. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Describe the founders attitude towards the children 
being successors to the family business. 
  SUCCESSOR 
Describe the successor's attitude towards receiving the 
role of success to the family business. 
INCUMBENT   
Was there any conflict in the succession process? How 
was this addressed? 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Was your intention for your children to take ownership 
of the family business? (Yes/No) Why? 
INCUMBENT   
Were there any steps put into place for your children to 
take over the family business? (Yes/No). Please 
discuss the reason for your response. 
INCUMBENT   
What would you consider as the key success factors of 
a successful succession? 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Discuss your individual aspirations prior to realising 
your role as the family business successor. 
  SUCCESSOR 
What responsibilities did you assume during the 
succession process? 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Describe your approach to the succession process. INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
Was there clarity of expectations, roles and 
responsibilities of the succession process? Please 
explain your response. 
INCUMBENT SUCCESSOR 
 
 
 
 
